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FORE WORD

As a result of the fire initiated accident on C-5 S/N 68-0227

at Clinton, Oklahoma, in September 1974, Military Airlift Commnand (M*AC)

requested that Air Force Logistics Commnand (AFLC) host an Air Force

study group to investigate the potential of hydraulic fire on the C-5.

The study was to cover the complete aircraft and all possible ignition

sources, with ignition resulting either from normal operating temperatures

or from malfunction of components. ,The scope was later expanded to include

consideration of all possible combustibles.

The study group convened for Its first, meeting at San Antonio AIC

in December 1974, with representatives from MAC, Aeronautical Systems

Division (ASD), Lockheed Georgia Company, and San Antonio ALC.

Objectives and methods were discussed. Specific research requirements

were determined and assigned. Following completion of the background

research, the group reconvened at San Antonio ALC January 1975 to

identify potential hazards and accomplish an onboard examination of

each hazard location.



ABSTRACT

This report was prepared as a result of a MAC request for an

investigation of C-5 hydraulic systems and potential ignition sources.

The study was expanded to include other conmustibles in addition to

hydraulic fluid. The report provides description of the types of

combustibles and ignition sources considered and the characteristics

n. essary for ignition. Sections of the report describe the areas examined;

the areas presently covered by protection systems and to be covered by the

Fire Suppression System; and the specific fire/explosion hazards identified.

None of the hazards identified require restriction of flight operations

pending correction. Two hazards wire identified which are of sufficient

fire/explosion potential that corrective actions should be expedited;

and 24 other hazards for which corrective actions are recorunended. P'ost

of the hazards are not unique to the C-5.
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I. UJLCl I VL

1 he bjCCti V-t, I i ShL' ( fUr tho stutdy group %as to id",nti fy pote t ic..

f ire. Iijzýrk. iii tho L.-b. f, iutei~tial ~irt: hazard m~ay be identified as

any arca containi,:~ looth at i(r.ltion source ;tid a con!iustiLle rmatcri'A
7Tle L-b, as an'.' zlrcraft, cr-nt~alns the combustioires (such as hydraul lc

fluidI and JP-4) wind if~mitioi sources (such as celctricelfelrctronlc

eoi~pcm!t d ýJ~.irin(i,; ho", J~rfaces ; Itydr~mIic -,itors , actuators, dind

hi WIxAL d ro td t i, cc' ot wn r.(ccnsary for fire initiation. i.e.,

pottuitia1 f irc: ~oc'r in r~any cases, the potcnti'_1

ilini'Lio~~r,. arc !,,, vccl 1 r--ctu2(rd. explosion proor rioters,

circuit Itrvakf r,,) , and ti& eih t of a cor~lustible in the right

conditions! is !.r) rt:i-otc that thic likel ilocd of both (,vents occurrina
corcn 'it),. ni~s c~i'i rA ;Inii A . ThLrc-'orc, the o.1ective fo-r the

stwt,.ar, furtV t (frlc ýj 1d tification of those areas iwhorc Loth t'

ccmildustili and the ;.-ter~tial ignition source arc located, wzhere one er

both of thc nece,.sury evenits (available combustible, innitlon teripcraturtŽ)

are 1w .rr t,, 1),v(: ucu? vd cr o!rv considered prolLali, and, thus', t:,

there is it qre-at(r likc~ihocid of fire over the lf t J ..L of the C-5 alIt

L~r~atest (I~I.wi! Flace6 (i' idenitifying tnose hazards thi~t could"

initiatr, a firc vh.hre tic rrcV.i[Jity of detection w~ould be ner(lieiLjo.

7he !,tudy 1:, based on thp following assumptions:

1. 'wit h" auir nr !i -~ lIines wzli icIlal: or rupture, i te. th

thirsr, f :r 1-. v'ill rif rr,ýYI it. si Ž tire in any arei whrre. tf.r' 1 inc,

roiu t 4



b. That shorting, arcing and overheating will occur at sonm time

in any electrical wiriuig.

C. That the Fire Suppression System (FSS), as presently configured,

will be installed. However, all potential hazard areas were evaluated

as to seriousness both prior to installation of FSS and with the system

installed.

I11. I4ETHOD

The method used for the study involved four steps:

a. Identify the potential combustible materials and types of

ignition sources and define the characteristics necessary for ignition.

b. Identify the specific areas in which both conbustibles and

potential ignition sources are located.

c. Examine these areas and evaluate specific components to verity

the existence of an ignition source and the presence of a combustible which

£ could come in contact with that source. Analyze these areas considering

the presence/absence of fire/overheat detection and suppression.

d. For those hazard areas identified, determine the action necessary

to reduce or eliminate the hazard. This may be a procedural requirement

or a modification.

This report provides a general discussion of the areas considered and

the hazards identified. Details of each item, component, and area

examined, and complete analysis of its hazard potential may be found in

the Operational Fire Hazard Wo'ksheets, Appendix E.

2
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DISCuSS lOrd

I. DEFINITION OF FIVE hAZWNt

In order to identify the fire hazards in thc aircraft, it was fir-t

necessary to define the el¢c,'cnts and conditions required for fire

initiation. Three elements arc necessary: a combustible, an oxidizer,

and an ignition source. A cor:plete discussion of combustibles and ignition,

sources, thrir characteristics, arid the conditions necessary for i9hitler,

Is provided in Appendix A. A brief surr.ary is provided here:

a. Coimbusti!les - Aong the potenLially combustible roaterials on the

C-5 are JP-4, hydraulic fluiP, iionr:ietallic ,;;aterials (insulation, faoric,

panels, etc), an,' corlustiLc carco. hIowever, investigation of the

nonmetallic r.trrials revea~Id the.m to ke flane resistant, self cxtincui'h-
lug or slow t~urrilij and, ti -refore, of min6r concern as cor.'ustibles, or

fuels, for a f;re. Additional infornation on C-5 materials and their fir'-

resistant characteristics rnay Le found in fpnendix B, ionmletallir ititerial;

Appendix C, [lJed Air Euct Test; and Aprendix V, C-5 Wirinn. The rost

conrrion curibustible(. or. alrcr1 ft are JP-4 anu hydraulic fluid. These, a,,-.

with conmbustible cargo, will Le the primary combustibles considered in

this study.

b. Oxidizcr - Oxygen, either from the air or from the aircraft oxy•-..;

system, provides the oxidizinc agent.

c. Ignition sources - These can be electrical arc, sparks, high

temperaturres, etc.

3
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It should be em•phasized that just the presence of the three elements

does not constitute a fire. Combustion is dependent on several factors.

For example, when considering such materials as JP-4 and hydraulic fluid,

these factors include the ignition energy, the temperature of the

comnbustible and the air, and the'combustible - air mixture (i.e., vapor

ratio). The specific range in which each of these physical properties

exists detennines its contribution to the ignition sequence. These

factors were considered In evaluatirg the fire potential of each area,

11 HAZARD IDE14TIFICATIOII

The process of idcntifying the C-5 hazards involved determining the

specific areas to be investigated, examining those areas for likelihood of

ignition, and evaluating the protection available or to be provided.

Availability of protection was not grounds for ignoring a potential

hazard. But, if a hazard was considered tn exist, protection was a

factor in evaluating the seriousness of the hazard.

A. &reas considered:

Considering the elements necessary for fire, the study group compiled

a list of items that are considered potential sources of icnition and are

located near a combustible material. The list included any electrical/

electronic component, hot surface, hydraulic rotor, actuator or high-

speed rotating component that could orovide a source for ignition. Each

Item was evaluated and itnspected on the aircraft to determine the physical

reo:tionship of the combustible and ignition source, and the likelihood of

a fire occurring. The areas of the aircraft investigated includcd

pressurized and unprzssurized conipartnerts of the fuselage, wings, and

en'pennage. Worksheets identifying each component/area examined, describing

the hazards identified, and specifying recommendations for correction of the

hazards are provided in Appendix E.

4
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B. .esent Aircraft Fire Protection s.tems

• , Detection systems are presently installed in the engine and APUL

compartments. The system will dotect fires and overheat in the engine

pylon and fires in the APU compartments. The C-5 has three complete

extinguishing systems, one for the two left engines, one for the two

right engines, and one for the two auxiliary power units. Each engine

system consists of two containers, chdrged with dibc.omodifluoromethane (DB)

and pressurized with nitrogen, located in inboard pylons. The system

provides the capability for one discharge to each nacelle or for both

discharges to one nacelle. Each container is charged with 7.5 pounds of

agert. This quantity of agent is considered sufficient to extinguish f es

In the -,,9%e compartment. Statham analyzer tests have confirmed adequate

agent concentration, distribution and duration.

The APU compartments are protected by'a High Rate of Dis%.narge (HPD)

type fire extinguishing system. The system consists of two containers,

each charged with 4.5 pounds of dibromodifluorortW.ane. The system

provides the capability for one container to discharge to each !ompartment

or for both containers to discharge to either comnpdrtwent. Stathaw

analyzer test on the APU/ATM installation ver',Ificd adequate concentra-

tion, distribution and duration.

Detection systems are used to monitor bleed air ducts throughout the

aircraft. The wing detection system consists of continuous type heat

sensing loops which detect excessive temperature in the vicinity of the

bleed air duct couplings in the right and left wing leading edges, pylons,

5J



air conditioning compartment and under the floor on the heat ducting.

When the system alarms, an automatic shutdown of that portion of the bleed

air system is initiated. This involves closing valves to stop flow in that

portion of the system~ where a leAk was detected and illuminating the

overheat warning lights on the flight engineer's panel.

In the occupied areas it is expected that fire normally will be

detected by personnel in the aircraft. Smo*ke or odors from fires will

be sensed by personnel in the vicinity. Smoke detectors are installed in

the cargo, avionics, AC load center and troop compartments to sense the

occurrence of the type of fire or overheat condition that generates

smoke. A total of twelve (12) portable, type A-20 fire extinguishers

are available for fire fighting and are installed in the flight station,

relief crew quarters, courier area, troop compartment and the cargo

compartment.

C. Fire Suppression System (FSS)

A detailed description of the FSS installation and operation is

provided as Appendix F. It also provides rationale regarding areas not

prot ected. A brief description is provided here.

1) The FSS will provide fire detection and inerting or

suppression in the following areas of the aircraft:

a) Fuel tanks

b) Cargo compartment

c) Avionics and Guidance (A&G) equipment compartment

d) The center wing section, including the Environmental Control

System (ECS) equipment, wing box and flap control equipment

e) The wing dry bays and wing and pylon leading edges

6



f) The ain and nose wheel wells

g) The forwdrd and aft under floor areas

h) The Power Transfer Unit (PTU) compartnents in the main

landing gear pods

2) These areas will not be protected by FSS or existing aircraft

fire protection systems:

a) The empennage

b) The wing flap and aileron wells

c) The main landing gear pod aft of the wheel wells, under

the pressure vessel and between the APU compartments

d) The underfloor compartments to the left and right of the

nose wheel well

e) Radome

f) Wing tips

g) Behind the lower wing fil11t fairing and behind the lobe-to-

lobe panels

h) Iling leading edge outboard of outboard engines

D. Hazards Identified

1) General characteristics

For purposes of this study, a hazard has been defined as

an area where both the cotbustible and the potential ignition source are

located, where one or both of the necessary events (available conbustible

and ignition telnperature) are knowtn to have occurred or are considered

probable, and thus constitute a greater potential for fire over the

lifetire of the C-5 aircraft. From the investigation, 26 specific areas,

/
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corponents, or items were identified which meet this requirement. The

remaining areas were not considered hazards either because the necessary

combustible or ignition source was not present, or because the likelihood

of malfunction needed to provide one of these elemrents was too snall. The

general characteristics of the identified hazards are described below:

a) With one exception (described in paragraph 2)a)l)), all of

the 26 hazards require a minirmunu of two failures, one to provide a corl'ustil

and the second to provide ignition. In most hazard areas the cotlstible

was JP-4 or hydraulic fluid. The most counon potential ignition siurces wet

electrical arcing and overheating cornpocnts.

b) None of the hazards require restriction of aircraft

operations pending correction of the conditions which contribute to the

hazard.

c) fost of the hazards are in areas which will be better

protected after FSS installation. This will not eliminate the hazard,

i.e., the potential for fire. Out it will reduce the probability of serious

damage prior to the fire being deiected and extinguished.

d) Although not so serious as to require aircraft grounding

for correction, two of the hazards are considered significant because there

would be no adequate means of detection or suppression in the area and the

occurrence could result in significant aircraft damage. In these cases

corrective action should be expedited. The remaining items are considered

hazardous because the necessary elements are present and could result in

fire over the lifetime of the C-S. They are not considered to be as serious

because of the multiple circumstances necessary for the event to occur and

because of the limited potential for serious damage prior to detection.

The study group has also proposed reccriendations for correction

of each of these hazards.



e) Seven of the 26 hazards can be reduced to an acceptable level

by procedural changes, e.g., T.O. changes, inspections. The remaining

19 items would require modification, or further study to deternin', the nature

of modification, to reduce/elinminate the threat. The necessary modifications

or studies are already in progress on seven of these 19 items.

f) Most of the hazards concern items, components, or conditions

common to aircraft; therefore, each hazard should be evaluated for applica-

bility to other aircraft.

2) Specific Hazards

The hazards are divided into two groups based on the seriousness

of the event if it occurs:

(NOTE: The numbers in parentheses followina
each hazard refer to the specific hazard
worksheet which may be found in Appendix E.)

a) Primary INazards

1) JP-4 fuel behind the lower wing fillet fairing and

behind the lobe-to-lobe panels (1) (hereafter referred to as wing fillet/

lobe area). This presents both a fire hazard and an explosion hazard. The

fire hazard is dependent on a single failure as JP-4 can exist in the area

either fro, aerial refueling operations or from the Auxiliary Power Unit (1PM)

fuel line fittings leaking. Then, during ground operation of the APU, the

JP-4 can run down the fuselage into the APU inlet or exhaust and be I.nited.

The explosion hazard requires two modes of failure: the existence of JP-4

in the wing fillet/lobe area, and an ignition source in the same area in the

sanm time franm. The fire hazard is of primary concern because the area

will not be protected by rss. Althounh a fire would be itrodiately detected

by personnel operating the APU, serious damage could 9ccur before it could

9
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be extinguished. The explosion hazard is not considered to be as serious

because, in addition to the need for multiple malfunctions, the damage would

likely be limited to blowing off the fairings and lobe parels.

(2) Explosive JP-4 mixture can collect in the wing dry bays

(2) anI be ignited by damaged electrical wiring. Even though requiring

two failures, this hazard is of major concern because of the probable

consequenLes of such an explosion.

b) Secondary Hazards

The areas described herein are considered hazards because

the possibility does exist for fire to occur at sorie time during the life

span of the C-S, i.e., the necessary elements are present. However, these

hazards are not considered to be as serious because of the need for multiple

malfunctions, and because the probability of detection is greater. These

24 hazarJs are in the following general areas:

(1) The fire hazard caused by fuel leaking from a

failed aerial refueling system manifold nnto the Flight Engineer's panel (3).

¶ (2) The potential for wiring problems and resultant

ignition hazard exists in several areas: the use of aluminum wiring; and

missing or deteriorated wiring feed-through grommets (4), leaking JP-4

flowing onto landing light wiring (5), and clamr deterioration (6).

(3) Engine and pylon problem areas include vapor barrier

deterioration and lack of air circulation on engine right side (7). engine

driven hydraulic pump rupture (8), and engine/pylon bleed air duct seal

deterioration (9).

(4) Two types of components, the flap poter pack (10)

and the three power transfer units (11) (12), were found to have known

10



failure problems that can result in loss of large quantities of hydraulic

fluid, providing a corbustible that can spread to ignition sources outside

tha immediate areas.

(5) Aircraft batteries (13) were identified as hazardous

for two reasons. Small hydrogen gas explosions are known to occur within

the batteries due to the charging cycle. In addition, under some conditions,

the batteries hill fail to ftire the FSS.

(6) The chine drain system (14) was determined to provide

a source of some hydraulic fluid that constitutes a hazard within the main

landing gear wheel wells.

(7) The emergency generator (15) was determined *f represent

an ignition hazard in the event of contactor failures.

(8) The crosswind computer (16) can serve as an ignition

source if the printed circuit cards reach excessive opereting teoperatures.

(9) An unusual hazard is presented by the troop compartmrent

grill (17) due to the ease with which a cigarette could be dropped through

it onto cargo loads.

(10) Several components wrre found to constitute sone

hazard due to failure modes which might generate ignition tenmperature.

These include, but are not limited to: lancing gear extend/retract

system (18); tires and brakes (19); underfloor heat fans (20); wing bleed

air isolation valves (21); and the slot proximity control box (22).

(11) The forward and aft underfloor areas (23) were

determined to be hazardous because they collect flanvable fluids over a

period of time.

I1/7..- . .



(12) Although designed to reduce potential ignition

sources, the fuel tanks (without FSS) (24) are susceptible to fire/explosion

from lightning, static discharge, and other ignition sources which cannot

be coaq)letely eliminated.

(13) The cargo winch (61) is a hazard because an over-

heated winch could ignite flanmable fluids spilled in the compartient.

(14) The oxygen system (63) was determined to be hazardous

because there is no provision for remote shutoff of oxygen supply in the

event of oxygen line leakage or rupture. o

/1
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V

CONCLUSIONS

1. The C-5 has potential fire hazard areas.

2. None of the hazards pose a threat sufficiently serious to require

restriction of flight operations.

3. Two hazards require expedited ct*rrective action. They are the winq

fillet/lobe area (I:azard Worksheet No. 1) and the wing dry bay (No. 2).

The FSS would not provide protection for the fire or explosion hazards

In the wing fillet/lobe area nor for the explosion hazard in the dry bays.

4. Until FSS is installed, hazards in the remaining areas can be greatly

reduced by fir4)leienting the applicable recon~endations.

5. For those iter,* where the fire potential is mininal, no corrective

actions are required.

6. In all hazard areas where hydraulic fluid was the conbustible material,

a new hydraulic fluid with a higher flash/f.ire point would 3reatly reduce

the probability of a fire hazard

7. The Fire Suppression System, when installed, should provide early

detection and adequate suppression of fires in locations covered by the

FSS. The FSS may not detect a fire behind the c; ;o comrpartment insulation

and panelling ELM the fire is exposed to the open cargo compartiaent.

8. With exception of fuel leaking onto the .'PU, no single-mode failures

were found which could result in fire. All other hazards require at least

two failures or mialfunctions in order for a fire hazard to exist.

9. Most hazards found in this study concern items, corponents, or con-

ditions coiron to aircraft. Similar hazards may be present on other

aircraft.

13
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RECO•EI•fDAT IOrNS

Shown in parentheses is the agency which, In the opinion of the study

group, should be OPR for initiat.ing the actions recommended.

1. The following general reco..•endations are proposed:

a. All future modifications to the C-5 should be reviewed to insure

that there are no new fire hazards designed or built in as a result of

the modification. (San Antonio ALC/MAC/SPO)

b. Current programs to develop a hydraulic fluid with a higher

flash/fire point should b- continued. (AFSC) -

c. Other aircraft should be examined for hazards of the nature

identified in this study. (AFLC/AFSC)

2. The following specific recomendations are proposed as means of

reducing or eliminating the primary fire/explosion hazards:

a. Wing Fillet/Lobe Area

1) MAC should emphasize compliance with the T.O. IC-5A-2-4

procedure requiring APUL area scan prior to APU start. (1IAC)

2) Recommendations which may result from the present aerial

refueling spillage study should be given top priority to correct the

fire/explosion hazards resulting fron fuel spillage. (San Antonio ALC)

3) The APU fuel line in the wing fillet should he modified by

replacing the Wiggins fitting with a more reliable coupling and the

lines should be rerouted with an expansion loop to reduce axial loads

In the line. (San Antonio ALC)

b. Wing Dry Lays

The wires In the dry bays should be routed through conduits to

prevent damage during maintenance actions. (San Antonio P.LC)

14
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3. The following corrective actions are proposed for the secondaiy

hazards.

a. Flight Lngineer's Panel

1) A method should be devised to allow Inspection of the Lerial

refueling receptacle coupling outer shroud for failure of coupling inner

seal. (San Antonio ALC)

2) Study the feasibility of installing a barrier or baffle to

prevent hydraulic fluid and/or fuel fror; spraying onto the flight engineer's

panel. Acconplish modifications recommended as a result of study. (San

Antonio ALC/tAC)

b. AC/LC Elect Power and Distribution System

1) Establish optiInum time change period for the aluminum wiring.

Installation of copper wiring at this tice is recornended. Review

T.O. lC-5A-6 inspection criteria for areas susceptible to hydraulic

saturation to determine adequa,ýy. (San Antonio ALC)

2) Establish an Analytical Condition Inspection (ACT) requirerent

to inspect the wiring feed-through gromnets. (San Antonio ALC)

c. Exterior Lighting

A study should be made to deternmine the maximu•l length of time

allowed for operation of landing lights and restrictions incorporated in

T.O. lC-5A-1 to preclude overheating of landing lights/wiring. (San

Antonio ALC/MAC)

d. Clamps Supporting Wiring and Iydraulic Lines

1) The original design clamp, which is subject to age deteriora-

tion, should be purged from the aircraft. This should be accoriplished

expeditiously on some basis other than the presently specified replace-

ment only for worn/deteriorated condition (San Antonio MLC)

2) A better clamp should be identified/developed to support

the hydraulic lines in the empennage. (San Antonio ALC)

15
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e. Engines

A study should be made to uetermine the feasibility of Improving

"the integrity of the vapor barrier and improving air circulation on the

right hand side of the engine cortustion section. If feasible, the

necessary modifications should be accomplished. (San Antonio ALC/W•.C)

f. Engine Driven H~ydraulic Pumps

MAC should emphasize the Importance of noting case drain flow

failure printouts from MADARS. Correction of the cause for each such

failure message can help preclude engine fire. (MAC)

g. Pylons

Installation of a new fire wall seal being developed under

HIP SANBM 74-0096 should be expedited. (San Antonio ALC)

h. Flap Power Pack Assy

The control manifolds should be replaced as available rather than

by attrition (San Antonio ALC)

1. 2/3 Power Transfer Unit (PTU)

Investigation of 2/3 PTU cartridge valve failures under V

NIP SA.00? 74-0520 should be continued. (San Antonio ALC)

J. 1/2 and 3/4 Power Transfer Unit (PTU)
1) T.0. IC-5A-l should be revised to add the following:

If & PTU malfunction occurs during 1/2 or 3/4 PTU uperation
.1

in flight, perform an inspection of the adjacent cargo compartment sidewall I t-

for Indications of heat. (M.AC)

2) T.0. IC-5A-2-3 should be revised to add the following:

If a PTU malfunction occurs during ground operation, open

access panel and inspect area for evidence of fire (prior to FSS).

(San Antonio ALC)

16
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k. Aircraft Cattcries

Higher capacity nickel cadmium or lead acid batteries should be

installed. (San Antonio A•C)

1. Chine Drain

1) The straight runs of plastic tubing between !MLG wheels should

be replaced with a more durabie tubing. Lightw-aight aluminum tubing might

be suitable, (San Antonio ALC)

2) Until replacement is accomplished, T.O. lC-IA-6 should be

revised to require regular inspection of these lines for leaks, breaks,

cr splits; or collection of fluid at low points. (San Antonio ALC)

3) Until replacement is accomplished, T.O. 1C-5A-l should be

revised to add the following:

In case of reservoir overflow during flight, monitor wheel well

area for evidence of fire (prior to FSS). (ftAC)

m. Eaergency Generator

1) A warning system to indicate contactor failure should be

installed. (San Antonio ALC)

2) A higher reliability contactor should be identified/developed

and Installed. (San Antonio ALC)

n. Crosswind Computer

I) A study should be conducted by ASD/EIJPF to determine the

temperatures to which the failed printed circuit cards have been exposed.

(ASD)

2) If the AS) study indicates the failing cards are a serious

heat source, the units should be shielded or othercise isolated from fuel

17
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sources, similar to the Radar Altimeter or Anti-Skid Control Box shielding.

(San Antonio ALC)

o. Troop Compartnent Grill

The crew should be included In the loadmaster's briefing covering

smoking restriction*in T.O. IC-SA-l. VA-C should enforce the existing require-

ment that crew and passengers not be allowed to smoke in the troop compart-

ment unless they are seated in the troop area. (MAC)

p. MGL Extend/Retract System

1) MAC should continue inspection procedures established by

MAC message DO/LG/IG 061715Z Jan 75 until fire detection is installed. (MIAC)

2) Cause of failure for modified clutch assermbly should be

determined and appropriate action taken. (San Antonio ALC)

q. FULG Brakes and Tires

1) MAC should continue inspection procedures established by MAC

message DO/LG/IG 061715Z Jan 75 until fire detection is installed (MlAC)

2) Installation of fuses in any presently unprotected hydraulic

lines in the landing gear system should be expedited. (San Antonio ALC)

r. Underfloor Fan

An operational procedure should be added to T.O. lC-5A-1 to

require emergency depressurization to shut down underfloor fans if flarmnable

vapors are present or suspected. (M4AC)

s. Wing Isolation Valves

A cover should be installed over the PH isolation valve. Ef , -,s

to provide the required cover under MIP SANIM 74-0223 should be continued.

(San Antonio ALC)

18



t. Slat Proximity Control iUox

T.O. lC-5A-l should be revised to require a periodic inflight

Sinspection of aft troop conipartnmnt and wing rear beam area on all missions.

(MAC)

a. Forward and Aft Underfloor Compartments

1) An inspection requirement should be added to T.O. lC-5A-1 and

lC-5A-6 to require inspection of the underfloor area when hydraulic fluid

and/or flammable cargo 3pills into cargo compartment. (tIAC/San Antonio ALC)

2) T.O. lC-5A-1 should be revised to require a 781 entry eny time

hydraulic fluid and/or flammable cargo spills into the cargo co.partment.

This entry would require inspection of the underfloor area prior to next

flight. (MAC)

v. Fuel Tanks

FSS installation should be continued. (San Antonio ALC)

w. Cargo Winch V

1) Until release of, and compliance with, TCTO lC-SA-1740, which

will provide drain holes in the winch compartment, MAC should emphasize

the need for cleaning the compartment after any fluid spillage; and the

need for thorough inspection prior to winch operation (IIAC).

2) Instructions should be added in T.O. lC-5A-9, requiring

observation of winch during operation. (MAC)

x. LOX Converter

A study should be made to determine the feasibility of installig

a remote oxygen shut-off capability mounted on the Flight Engineer's

Console. Accomplish modifications reconmended as a result of the study.

(San Antonio ALC/I1, C)
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APPENDIX A

COMBUSTIBLES AND IGNITiON SOURCES

COMBUSTIBLES

For the purpose of this review the following combustibles were con-

sidered as normally used or located in the C-5A aircraft.

a. -IL-J-5624, JP-4 (Primary fuel)

b. NIL-J-5624, JP-5

c. NIL-H-5606, Hydraulic Oil

d. NIL-L-7808, Lubricating Oil

e. A nonetallic materials such as fabrics, insulation, curtains,

plastic panels, floor coverings, bunks, flight station lining, cargo

compartment inner lining and tires.

f. Combustible cargo

The various properties of the flammable fluids are summarized in Table

Of the main combustible fluids aboard the aircraft only the jet fuels are

capable of forming flammable vapor-air mixtures at the normal ambient

temperatures outside the designated fire zones (Engine & APU compartments).

As noted in Table I, these fuels have flash points of-10F for JP-4 and

140F for JP-5. This study is based on the fact that above -100F JP-4

fuel will form a flamnable vapor-air mixture. The Jet fuels and the less

volatile hydraulic oil (MIL-H-5606) and engine oil (MIL-L-7808)

are capable of forming flammable vapor mixtures in the engine and APU

compartments of the aircraft. These flammable vapor-air mixtures can be
ignited by low intensity sparks or by a hot surface.
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All nonmetallic materials used in occupied area of the C-5 are

required to meet Federal Aviation Regulation requirements for self

extinguishment after flame removal. These materials and their fire

resistant characteristics are listed in Appendix 03. Preventing

the spread of fire in occu'pied areas is based on the use of materials

that have a low rate of'propagation such that a fire will not propagate

beyond the immediate ar-ea of the ignition source.

Not brakes and wheels have been a source of ignition in nearby

hydraulic systems and/or the tires.

Combustible materials of all types are carried on or Iii the cargo

compartment and may be palletized, boxed, bagged or packayr d, or may

be vehicles containing automotive fuels and lubricants.

IGNITION SOURCES

The following ignition sources were considered as being present

in the C-5 aircraft.

a. Surfaces which will ignite flammnable fluids impinging thereon

such as engines, AN. bleed air line and components, exhaust pipes,

brakes, and electrical components.

b. Electrical components subject to arcing.

c. Electrical faults and arcing.

d. Static electricity.

e. Lightning

f. Smoking paraphernalia - matches, cigarettes
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OnIe of Lhe tost widely used then.al it:iiitior, tests consists of

iuropping a siall quantit, of liqiuid into an open cotitoiner treatcd to

sw.uv specific tesiperature. 1T!u flui6, air and container are close to

OVthlu sa=, tem,,perature. Ignition tuewperaturc is defined as the lo%:;t

!ci)eerature of the contailier at which a visible or audiLle evidence of

a flaieu or explosion is observed. Tests of this type gerierally give the

lowest ignition temperature reported. Minimum AIT valves for the fluids

investigated on the C-5A are shown in Table 1. Duct surface ignition

temperature data is based on tests using bleed lines and, even at zero

air velocity, the surface temperatures required for ignition of the{ various fluids are considerably higher than their minimum autoignition

temperature as determined in heated vessels under static air conditions.

Requirements specify a maximum surface temperature of 5000F. The bleed

air ducts are insulated with a maximum cold side temperature of 450*F

"with a 6150F duct wall temperature and an ambient temperature of 2501F.

Tests conducted by the contractor show that with fluids impinging on

the bleed duct inside the insulation, the minimum hot surface ignition

Ip

Under ideal conditions, a minimum energy of about 0.2 millijoules

(6x10"5 calories) is required for ignition of fuel in air. To put this

in perspective, the energy of electrostatic discharge from a man can

produce a static discharge of 15 millijoules. This is an exceedingly

small amount of energy and most familiar ignition sources on the C-5A

are considerably nore energetic. These include electrical system

arcing and static electricity. However, it should be noted that, in order

22
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to have a fire ignited frorm electrical system arcing, the fuel/air

mixture must be in its fCeriability range. A hydrocarbon will not burn

while it is in the liquid phase and to generate sufficient vapor, the

"fluid siust exceed the flash ibrperature as shown in TaLle 1. If the

electrical fault is a power short to ground, a fire may be ignited on

. a combustible soaked insulation; however, the amount of combustible is

usually limited. Lightning strikes contain large amounts of energy, far

in excess of the minimum required for ignition of flarnriable vapor-air

mixtures. The fuel system is designed to minimize hazard due to lightning

and, with the installation of the FSS fuel tanks inerting, additional pro-

tection will be provided. Areas outside the fuel tanks are not easily

protected from lightning strikes.

Several sources of ignition exist in areas used or occupied by

personnel. The sources may be the result of equipment failure or

ralfunction or of actions by personnel and may be overheat, sparks,

open flames or embers. Incidents due to personnel may involve careless

handling of smoking materials and the placement of objects adjacent to

ignition sources. Oxygen is available in the crew station, courier,

troop and cargo compartments. While oxygen is not a source of fire, it

can cause a fire to occur spontaneously when it is released in the

presence of many materials.

References: AFAPL TR-73-74
AFAPL TR-71-86
Aviation Fuel Safety (CBC Project No. CA-37-64)
Lockheed Report LG1U5283-1-1
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TABLE I

COMPARISION OF FLAMUIALBILITY AND AUTOIGMITION PROPEkTIES

OF COMBUSTIBLE FLUIDS

IJIL-H-5606 1.-IL-L-780t
P-5 JP-. 4 Hyd Fluid_ Engine Oil

Flash Point *F 140 -10 195 440

Fire Point 145 to 150 -5 to 0 225 460

Min Autoignition Temp OF 435 470 440 740

Duct Surface Ignition Point OF 900 920 960 1010

Flammability Limits in Air

Lower Limits Vol % 0.6 1.3 .297

Upper Limits Vol % 4.5 8.0 2.71

Flash Point: "The lowest temperature of the liquid at which it gives
off vapor sufficient to form an ignitable mixture with
the air near the surface of the liquid.

Fire Point: The lowest temperature of a liquid in an open container
at which vapors are evolved fast enough to support
continuous conobustion.
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APPENDIX B

NIONMETALLIC MATERIALS
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L-OCK04IC -CCO CIA ON P it

* r %v,&%-tw Atucua&* to*ftUaijo%

INTUEIDPA.RTMENTAL COMMUNICA7ION A N V 0

VO D. 0. Gunson 0IPT. 72-19 zoNt 454 &ATt .3 Juno 1970

ft"M C. B. Lovelace 09M. 72-19 zomi 454 1"- 7025

sustcyl: C-5 E:1TMrI0R INATILZ1:ts

MATMV1 II1c nJI

Carc~o Ccr~pt )!ardliner Ls3 34580-1 1*eots the FAA, require- QVc CT

& F16national Cover LS3 311581-1 monts for 'i±re resistar.., C]
US 34r-51,-2 materials as outlined 11' ,,
Eijgid po2.yure- ?ight Standards Seri
thane foam' sand- Release 453 0cPa.
wich baticen LI1TL
resin Irnprotnated JIVLTAZ
glass fabric

A [- IDLf~sf pV:Car~o Conp- Frtmo Covors, Glass fabric per cS=Ar an above) ~ LI- £b AL,&rs/s coo,~ vu oo44, .0 i S7M 22-502 ir.- F '

1.3-2, Ch~ain S-vowa~e Boxes preanated with j -MO

0001 t~'"' 001.9 XL-R-9300

Car~o Compt Fra.e Covers MX~DD 103 1,4o tests have boon con- 1OL LPW UP OAI

Ships 0045 Z: up & M-3,1 ductod. 'Vendor cla:Lms
2.3-2 Device Stwowzjo KYD1X' Is fire resistart
S/S 0020 & UP in thicknesses over C04

11yd. Service Centers Cosrpressed honey- jBqial two or superior to'
comb code alnir~ =1 ormal khneyccr.-'o
per sT.: 26-003
TYPO I

Cari~o Co~rpt 11rim Panel LS 3-647-1 Slow: burn~ing to self~- I_____
s~dge 1M.:obers LS 34647-4 extinguis)'dnG

LS 3)i648-1 _____

Vinyl - S~emi-
flexible ______

Carjgo Ccmpt and Troop S't4 26-703, Typo Fire-resistant, solZr- ______

Compt Insulation Batts II, Class I. cxtir~. w~hin~.Se
1.0" & 2.0" thick Note I__Se

insulation - of Attaob~en;r
M~~1?.-5924______

Cover-ST.4 26-103
Class W- & Class ______

24.. S7.4 26-701
Typo 11, Grade AA,

oClass 2I
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CarCo Compt Insulation r,". 26 - 701, Typa II, j Fire-reccirt.nt eel1f-xtin--uishi.-.

"cover-STr 26-10) clas.r Attachment,
4?. Faibricated per
STP-51-208 TyPO I,
Class 3

Flt. Sta. & Crew Rest • 26-701, Type 11I, Fire-rosistant cel-4-cxtingui5s,0.
Arcu lnw•lation Batts Class 2, Grade AA. S: Nlotces ii, , & &.A

- S,,I 26-103, Class 21 of Attachmenz
0rcon / N-4 Tedlar
film

Troop Co.pt Trim Panels & LS 345S2-1 Meets the PM requirements for
Modules LS 345Rý-I, -2, -3 firc-resistant materials as out-

LS 345'4-1 linc-d in Flight Standards Service
is 34585-1 Release 453
Rigid Pol:'urcthano
foar. sand-,•ch between
resin oimp. ated
glass fabric. An or.m-
bossed flcxiblo vinyl
foam on all above
We5's exccpt LS 34582-1

Blood Air Ductz Phcnolic/Oberglasz Solf-extincuishing

Air Dis;ribution Dicts K..M 26-103 1Fire-rcsist-nt oclf-exting-ishinG,
67,4 26-603 Sea Note 1 of Attac-.n-ct

Air DiDrubu'ion Dcts 5'P 61-203, Type II, 3501 heat resistant.
(li--ited use) Class A, Grade 2 Solf-extinruishinc

epoxy - fiberglass

Underfloor Isolation SM,4 26-103 FlaMe-resistant. Self-ox-inguish-
Pr.ols, :'ain Panel ing. See Note 'L.\ of Aztachnont

UVdcrfloor Isulation X-IL-C-20395, 'TYpo I Solf-extinAuishing. Eas fire-
Panel :'z.,nel Area, Class 3, Chloropeno rotardont inhibitors

coated nylon

Rain Rcmoval Fluid Lines, Polyethylene Will melt and burn
Duct Drain Lines, Potable
Water Lines

Air Conditioning Duct and DAIP modified 30CeF heat-resistant fla.-o ro-
F-an :.Jfforu polyester resin & tarders in resin, aelf-extin.uisher

fiberglacs

Upper Deck Floors Aluminum J'onoycomb Heat resistant to 300'? will deform
and delaminate at hi~her tenpera-
turos - will not support combustion
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Doors Three basic constnrctions arc A. The laid-up FIG as well as
used for door assys: "Comolito" P/G is sclf-
1. LS 3;922 - .5 or .75 thick extinGuishirn.

honcycomb panels core l Bt'l
is 5052 AL per S.Tv 28-102. B. The "Tcclar" decorative cov
Pace sheets are FIG per S'M s 2atcd as slow burnin& to
22-50,G uith 3 .IL vinyl self-extinjuishin.'

(Tedlar) painted surface onr C. The polyurethane foam is soe:
or both sidca extin,&uishinZ.

2. LS 30653 - Panel - Core is D. The "Panlam" decorative mat'
polyurothane foam. Face !.9 self-oxtinj~uishir.G.
sheets are fiberglass &

vinyl (Panlaz) Panels and laminates will tend

3. LS 34833 - o'oncycorbo panel become unbondcd at elevated
core is alu,., faco shoots tc..poraturcs (approx. 300F & v

are thin gauSe alwm (.009
to .012) one or both sides
&"e covered with vinyl
sheets .020 thick (Pnlam)

Ac~ess Panel and LS 34863 Panel - Core is poly- Same as above
Doors urethan' foam. Face sheets arc

fiberi;lags & vinyl or F/G both
sides (same basic construction
as Item 2 above)

Upper and Lower LS 34939 & LS 34940
Side Consoles 3/8" nylon paper (Ncmox) core Nomex is ±o. rec-nated with

with F/G face sheets phonolic resin and is self-
'xtincuizhir.-. It is also a
lo-a smoke Lenerator

Glare Shield r iborclas Self-extnir4-A hsnC
Wool & nylon covering Flamze resistant - This mater.

moets PAR 25.853 rcquirement.% ~(Ltr. in file .1rom vendor con

firminG this certi ication)
Reveal i •rouds AS'YN (Thermo Fo=rable (Ltr •••ionfilplae"x Co. c

Laminate of A.B.S. & rigd poly Letter dated Auz. 3, 1967
vinyl chloride Material is self-oxtingishin

Plaw.-ability tests by U.S.
Testing Co. Inc. 14072-1 dat
Jan. 8, 1968

"l•ydox (Thermo Formable Plastic) Self wxtirr-uishin.,
Test Mcthodc A`S" D-63556T
Rhom & 1laas Bul. PL-674B & Itj
Sept. 10, 1969
C. f1. DBryat (LWC) from J. B.
Spcno:r (Rihom & haaa)

F.berglas Self-oxtincudshin.
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ronel Facinw Panl=m Polyplz.•3cx Co. ltr. *u. U , i:
(Ri•,id Polyvinyl chloride ".I .lc An.. - .d rco.-
la.inate) require.en-:s o: CC--11 b

X:othod 5905 & CC-T-191b
M:cthod 5902. Tcz-.z perfor.cd by
U.S. ýcsti.- Co. 2nc. P.t. #
114072-1 datcd Jar. 8, 15C9

Burk M.attress Polyur•thane Foam & Fabric Covcr re -esistnt, per rlul, Flni.,
St-nd;pr:o Sarvco RelcaCe 453

Pilot"s & Crew Fabric Upoiolste-r, Foam Cushions rlamo resi.stnt por par. 4.3 o:
Seats & Naugahydo ':•adrest & Ar.-rent D:C.^O001 (docr..-nced in C;1)

Teclief Crew Scats Fabric Upholotery, Foeam Cushions Flwae rozis-vant per D3:O.001

Floor Cover-irZ Vinyl with viryl sponge underlay Self extinCuishinm or non-
Cabirn . Troop burnina (Jo.hm Snoller ltr. dtd.
Co..artacnz Au•d 25, 1967 with attached

ronport) /

Blackout Curtain Nlylon vinyl coated Self oxtin&uishinZ or non-
burninj in &.ccor.ance with FIt.
Std. Service Release xo. 453

Aisle Curtain Wool Gabardine NLatorial Is inherently flc.e
proof since it is uool, 'eetsi
requirements of Fit. Safoty Std.
453 per Clarke & Buarchfcld
(vendor)

Lavatory Cur-tain Vin~yl coated fiberglas Self cxtin.%ruishf4r.Z or non.-
burninr per Flt. Safety Std. 45T

Lavatory Floor Laminated rigid polyvinyl Self extinpuishin~g
Coveri•Z chloride

Student, 1nstr IFabric upholstery, foam cushions Flame resistant par par. 14.~ or
Secas , _& ntugahyde on back & seat D-,9CO01 (doqumentcd in =R)3

PFt. Sta. & Pass- Vinyl facing orn polyurethanc. Self axtin.uishinz or no.--
enrer Overhead & foam - bonded to ricid fiberglas burniLn, per Flt. Safety Std 4453.
Side Soft Tr'im (John Sneller ltre 6-19-67 V

Aua. 25, 1967)

Crew Lavatory Linear polyethylene Flammable - classified as slow
",&ter Tarks burninig

Wator System Polyethylene Flar-mablo - classified as mlow
Tu bI4r.- .IL-?-38•) burnina

BDaziAo Co=at Nylon Self extincuishing
Roatraint Nots
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Talecs Formica Face Sheets Non-burnina

Pit E J Rfigid Foam Core Self extinu40 shine
N-;v or Wocd EdGinj Slow burnin 1Conforenoe "

Interior Paint Celluloce Nitrate Lacquer Will bum

LiWe Rafts Noopreme Coated Nylon Vatorial to meat rcquire.onts r
Flight Safety Regulation 453

Inflatable Escapc Polyurethane coated nylon Xater@ia1 to be £la.•o rcsusta-.•
Slides to meet requircements of ?lirh;

Safety Regulation 45.3

I

C. B. Lovelace !

IBLtba
ea JT. C11 .ord

R. D, Gilson

0. L. Rabeneck
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APPENDIX C

BLEED AIR DUCT IGNITION TESTS
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APPEN;DIX C

BLEED AIR DUCT IGNITION TESTS

RECORD OF LOCKHEED LABORATORY TESTS

ATM FIRE INVESTIGATION 28 IRAY 1970

This test was conducted as a result of the fire encountered on Ship 0011.

The environnm.ntal simulator was used for this test.

The R.H. ATh insulated surfaces were saturated with MIL-O-SG06 hydraulic
oil. This was accomplished by cutting the RTV surface on the insulation
and pouring the oil on the felt Insulation. The AT7 was then operated
with 5501F inlet air and with a 40 gpm hydraulic load. Surface temperatures
on the machine scroll approached 900"F. However, after 36 minutes of
operation, no fire. resulted. A large volume of white smoke was present
during this test.
A line was then located above the machine scroll thru which hydraulic
fluid was allowed to drop on the scroll. The above test was repeated

with a loose clan-p (lower) on the ATII control valve. Again a large volume
of white smoke but no fire.

Iydraulic fluid was then sprayed directly on the Inlet valve and clamps.
.o fire.

The object of this test was to try to determine the Auto Ignition Point
of MIL-O-5606 hydraulic oil. Test set up:

* ~4 I&4'Cu O/A. Ducr

4

T - Air Terp

T2 - Pipe surface temperature

Fluid was allowed to drpp from the hydraulic line onto the pipe surface.
l6vmm movies were made for each test.
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TEST T1 *F T2 *F REMARKS

1 465 410 White/gray smoke X
2 544 490
3 625 550 , .
4 695 610
5 735 651A
6 810 710 U

7 850 750 U U

8 910 800 "
9 1 sq inch of saturated cloth on surface at 830*F.

White gray smoke slightly darker due to smoldering cloth.

No ignition occurred during any of the.above testing.

Testing continued on A409009.

The next series of tests involved heating MIL-0-4606 oil in a pan.

HOr PLAT( ",

T1 & T2 measured temperature of oil. Oil heated to approximate 470OF
white/gray smoke. No fire.

Oiil heated to 470*F white/gray smoke ignited by open flame (match).
Black smoke after ignition.

(Oil heated to 510*F. White/gray smoke. Ignition occurred; however.
the source was not clearly noted. black smoke after ignition.

PAA"

r/rA Aei(M PtAr•,
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APPENDIX D

AIRCRAP1 ELECTRICAL

WIRING HAZARDS REPORT ON GENERAL

PURPOSE AIRFRAIG WIRE.

Aerospace Safety Engineering

D1epartment"

Lockheed-Georgia. Company

9,

Preceding page blank
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I. IVROD~YTION

Electrical SystemsI---

Practically all Iljstems in a modern airplane depend upon electrical

energy in come form or another, as a power producer (generator system),

rotating devi%.s (motors), control circuits (direct or by use aye,

solid state devices, etc.) and warning systems of ail kijs1a. T- means of

transmitting this energy to all of the systems is through the utilization

of wiring. The number one enemy ift the electrical complex is the short

circuit. This has been caused by original design, re-design, lack of

consideration of the total environment, moistureinduction and human error.

The most serious by-product of the short circuit is the electrical fire.

A study of electrical wiring fire hazards relative specifically to the

C-5A involves the following general areas.

1. Choice of wire for various applications.

2. Specification of wiring process to be used.

3. Special attention to wiring items having high hazard possibility or
other unique features.

4. Implementing of wiring in the individual systems.

5. Quality assurance to insure that requirements have been met.

Wire to be used in the C-5A has been chosen. Wiring process specification

STP 65-101 has been prepared.

The last three general areas are being developed. Safety Engineering will

"" monitor and coordinate with the design groups for maximum safety considera-

tions particularly in potentially hazardous areas.

38
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This report discusses general considerations in aircraft wi:-ing fires

and burnt wiring, then describes accomplishments and the approach being

" takeai in C-5A design for wiring safety.

II. BACKGROUND

The major general purpose wire which has been used through the sirframe

industry is MIL-W-5086. This wire utilizes PVC (polyvinyl chloride) as

a primary insulation and is jacketed with nylon; types II and III of this

specification also include glass braids between the primary and jacket.

Many problems have been asdociated with the use of MIL-W-50861 the major

ones are:

(a) Nylon cracking, which has been under investigation for the last 5 years.

(b) Wet wire fires, an investigation of which resulted in Celac discontinuing

the use of Type II MIL-W-5086 shielded wire which was considered a

fire hazard.

(o) Corrosion. When PVC is operated at 175 F, corrosive fumes are emitted;

this is below the rating of MIL-W-5086 which is 221°F (105 0C).

Prevention of wiring fires and other wiring defects has been a key factor in

the choice of wiring for the C-5A. A thorough study was made of the latest

state of the art development in.types of wires.

.. Based on atudies and tests made by Lockheed's Itaterialg Standards and Dasig-

group3, MIL-W-81044/2, Tin Coated Copper, Abrasion Rosistant wire was chosen

for general purpose use on the C-5A. MIL-W-81044 consists of a cross-linked

polyýlkene primary insulation and a cross-linked polyvinylidene fluoride
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(Kynar) jacket which offers low and high temperatu-e advantages over LIIL-W-5086

".as well as overload protection. In adaition, MIL-W-81044 presants significant

weiCht saving opportunities and has a number of hazard prevention features over

the old MIL4--5006 wires

1. Substantially less smoking at currents in excess of 300% overload.

2. Crack resistance. The cross-linked structure of the polyalkene/polyvinylidene

fluoride insulation makes it stress-crack resistant. Further, it is not

moisture sensitive such as the nylon jacket on MIL-W-5086 wire.

3. Anti-melting characteristic. When overheated cons'iderably beyond its

temperature ranGe, the insulation does not melt and drip off the conductor.

It tends to decompose but stays in place on the wire. Therefore, at least

partial insulation properties are retained and the possibility of fires

from bare wires is reduced

4. No "wet wire" fires as have been experienced with HIL-W-5086.

H-Film (Kapton), Teflon and silicone rubber insulating systems were considered

for the C-5A program. Such factors as function, cost, weight, physical properties

and fabrication methods were the basis of the evaluation. B-Film would be lighter

than ?C:L-T-81044 and offer higher temperature properties; howover, there was no

airfriame u3ago or specification for this wire and the state-of-the art was such

that it could not be recommended at the time of the selection. Teflon was not

rccommcnded as a Ceneral purpose wire because of cost and weight, however, it

was specified for those applications'whero the properties of Teflon are required

to meet design requirzents.
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Attention was focused on three aspects of wiring fires and other wiring

defects:

(1) Burnt wiring and wiring fires

(2) F&tulty Wiring

(W) iassive Current Overload

These problems area are discussed belows

III. BURNT WIRINQ AND WIRIDO FIRES

Reports of aircraft electrical fires, including wiring fires, often do

not differentiate between wiring or electrical components charring and/o:

burning in two and these same items supporting a flame. Even in aircraft

general purpose wire, the objectives are to have the insulation at least

"flame resistant". This means the insulation will not continue burning,

beyond safe limits, after the source of heating has been removed.

The major hazard in defects of wiring leading to catastrophic fire.,is that

of an ignition source. Arcing or overheated electrical components ard

wiring create a high hazard probability in a combustible enviror.ent.

Many of the installation procedures of M)L-W-5088 and Lockheed speciflcations

are directed toward the isolation of :nd protection from faulty wiring in

combustible environments.

IV. FACTORS IN FAULTY WIRING

Heat and arcing associated with faulty wiring are isolated to the followingt
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1. Excessive currents in wire caused by faults in tho wire or its

circuit equipment.

2. Beat from the surrounding environment by conduction or convection.

Exposifre to flame is an extreme example of this.

3. Arcing from loose connections or faults, and the heating developed

from the resistance of lose and faulted connections.

Mechanical factors are one of the broadest sources of wiring problem3. A

majority of troubles are caused by wires being scraped, cut, abraded, chafed,

loosened at connections, shorted at connections, crushed, and pinched.

Highest quality in initial installation and follow-on maintenance is essential.

The relatively few wiring problems on the C-141 relate to mechanical factorst

These problems involved wiring chafing against a (electrical connector) plug beh:

the flight engineer's panel, uirihg chafing in wing and improperly clt-iped

wire chafing in the engine nacelle. Suitable corrective and quality control

actions have been taken on these defects.

Like everything else, wiring aWe. On types used in the past, cracking

of insulation was the major effect of aging. Environmental factors of

heat, humidity, and vibration, are contributing factors to thb deterioration

of insulation. Wiring deterioration has contributed to hazards in some of

our earlier century series fighters.

Wiring specifications spell out resistance of insulation to aircrLft fluid

and In special cases, for acids. Installation practices have an objective

to preclude the possibility of hydraulic fluids, fuel, and other fluid leaks

dripping on wiring or immersing wiring.
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L~out and routing of wires is an early phase in design to prevent

mechanical damage to wires and protection against hazardous faults. Pro-

teotion against electromagncdc interferences is a companion pri=.o considora,

in early phases of design. In codifications and major maintenince, adherenci

to good wiring practices is equally important.

Investigating the wreckage of a catastrophic fire of a jet utility tra.inc-r

a few years ago revealed that the main power leads were routed with dis-

tribution feeders. Also, power wiring was found to have insufficient

clearance to oxygen lines. Both of these defects are direct violations of

An extreme installation wiring hazard in a business jet transport vas

caused by a new cable clamp which could be installed in a manner whore the

clamp tightening stews scraped the insulation from the wires causing faults

and burning. Needless to say, these clamps were replaced by safe items.

FAA Safety messages and articles in Safety magazines consistently show

mechanical problems as the major nause of wiring defects. Besides mochanic.l

damage to wiring incurred during normal aircraft operation and installation,

a considerable amount of wiring damage is caused by careless and improper

maintenance. Damage also results from careleosness of maintenance personnel

working on oquipMent near wiring. In a mode rn, high performance aircraft,

electricity is used for so many functions, that wiring is as widesp-•.ad anrd

complex throughout the aircraft, as network of nerves are through.cut the

human body. This tendency is increasing. Nlot only wirin3 for nor.nl
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electric services, act.uatoro, owitching devices, and instv"•oantation;

but In the C-5A, additional control, monitoring and computing require.cDnt3

cause a large increase in w. ring requirements. The M'ADARS itself requires

a private network of wires throughout the aircraft. Maintgnance done in

virtually any srcr- of the C-5A will have wiring as a consideration.

Design specifications for the wire used normally takes care of environmental

effects on wire. The main consideration here is hest resistance. Taken

into account are possible bleed air leoks, high -temperature areas of the

airplane, and long term exposure to humidity. Wire specifications also

provide for special wire which must operate during and after a fire.

Installation practices of protective tubing and use of special tape protects

against wiring damage in wheel wells, from shifting carpos and other specia.l

hazards. Since wiring problems are recognized as such a common hazr.rd.

designers are more reluctant to compromise weight, space and cost for lower

safety factor wiring and installation practices.

V. MASSIVE CURRE•T OVERLOADS

Data was collected to learn more about the bebavior of various wire constructioi

under conditions of extreme current overload. Such conditions May occur when

there is some form of catastrophic failure of & protoct.ve device. In Tho

tests described below, five wire constructions either co', only used cr

proposed for general use in aircraft were subjected to identical tests.

All u,-ecJiei33 were Awg. 22, 19 strandn.

5086 I MIL-.50-OO6, type I. A polyvinylchlorJde/vylon 1f)u32tior.n Vystr.f~.

Wall thickness .020 inch.
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5006 I1 MIL-W-5086A, Type II. A three part insulation oystew conoistina of

polyvinylchlorldo pri•ray insulation covered with .fiber glass

braid, jacketed with extruded r~ylon. Wall thickness .022 inch. /

TF• MIL-W..16078, Type E. A polytetrafluorothylene insulation system.

Wall thickness .009 inch.

I-Film H-FilN/FP construction utilize two separate tapes cach over-

lapped 50 with a .0005 inch fluorocarbon di3persion over the outside

layer. Insulation wall thickness .01 inch.

81044 UIL-W-81044/2. A radiation cross linked pclyalkene/polyvir•-•zieno

fluoride system. Insulation wall thickness .019 inch.

TEST I"THiODS.

Single Mires

Single conductor specimens, approxicately 22 inches in length, were hold in

a horizonWal position between two bench visest as shown in the followrng

photographs.. The primary voltage of a 60 cps step down transformer was

rapidly increased with a manually operated autotransformer to reaca the desired

test current in less than two seconds. This current was measured with an

aa~eter In series with the specimen. The test was terminated at the ena of

five minutes in those cases where the conductor did not lase.

At each tee urrent the time at which each of the follc ir.n vente occurr'id

was recordedo (a) smoke (b) flame ignition (c) fusing o cond'•ctor and

. (d) flame extinction.,
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Subs3queIt to the completion of each test# each specimen wns visually

examined aznd the observations wero recorded.

Ceaie Bundle

Soven-wire cable bundles were tested by applyir.g the voltage to tho center

conductor using the sat.-e test aeppratus described abov•.
/

A

/

/
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ý" OBSERVATIONS AND FACTUAL DATA

e9.
Single Wire

20 nm sero.

A test current of 20 amperes for five minutes did not damage TF..

I-Fil. or 81044 wire, but did cause a minor amount of milting and flowing

of the $O6 Type I and Type I insulation.

20 Amperes • 1

(all elapsed times in seconds) . '% 7,,

Inuato male an flwe

47. :
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* FlaeIgninttion D ons

•Fusing " one

i* Insulation melted and flowed ,
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20 Amperes •
oll- elapsed times in seconds)

9.I

F
* ... L

, *!- ,

SMOke noneO .lll none I
Flame Ignition none Flame Ignition none ,.

Futing none Fusing none
Insulation melted and flowed
through ruptured jacket.

- -- ,....

* 9

H-Film 81h

Smoke none Smoke none
Flame Ignition none * Flame Ignition nor*
Fusing none Fusing o

48.
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At 30 amperes all of the wires exhibited some dame2s. The mechanism of

i.degradation in quite different for each insulation system.

': Both 5086 constructions are susceptible to malting and rapid disintegration.

"Only brittle fiber glass braid is left on the 5086 Type II wire. ,The TFl insulation,

on the other hand, does not melt, but does split and fall, thus leaving large areas

of conductor exposed. The firet stage of damage to the H-Film construction is the

melting of the FEP that serves to bond the various layers of TI-Film tape together.

The FEP flows out through the fluorcarbon dispersion coating forming smafl glob-

ules. The 81044 wire is damaged by charring of the insulation system.

No flaming was observed with any of the wire types, and only the 50?6

Type I wire fused.

30 Amperes
(all elapsed times in seconds)

0E I

* --. ". --. -.. :i . ,.,

Smoke 23
Flame Ighition none

S.Fusing 74
Insulation melted end flowed off conductor
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30 Amperes
(all elapsed times in seconds)

i1.

* *

...

7,, .- , _ /..J ._L . *.... 5. ....... : • •,,

5086 1 •TFZ
Smokee 15 .moke 58
F1Pme Ignition n-ne Flame Ignitimn none
Fusing none Fusing none
Insulation decomposed into smoke Insulation split baring conductor
leaving only brittle fiber glass braid

-.1" * '- A .- -r

!I

H-Film 81014
Ymoke 165 3moke e2
Fleme Tenition none Flame Ignition none
Fusing none Fusing none
FEP melted Some charring

50.
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'1.,

hO Amperes

The first fires were observed at ho amperes. They were observed in the

TFE and H-Film constrtctions and were not severe in either c-ee.

The other forms of demage previously described at lower currents wetr;

observed for each wire t-%pe, and in each case the damage occurred earlier and

was more extensive,

hO Amperes •
(all eltpsed times in seconds)

Flm I gnit".ion non

,* , ;' "" ' ..t- Y*-

d e

* !. moke 10
* Fin me Ignition none

Fusing 21
*. Insulation decomposed into smoke .xnd

* dripping paorticles

5 .1
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hO Amperes
(all elapsed times in seconds)

tI.

...........................................

* I-.?, .,*. 21.lm•

5086 11 TFZP
Smoke 8 =ke 20
Flame Ignitton none Fnam Ignition 2h
Fusing 58 • Fusing 26
Insulation decompored into Imoke and name Zxtinction 27
dripping particles Insulation split baring condctor

S.....

H-Film 8101.1.
kemoSmke 32

Flome Idnition 35 Flame Ignition none
"Fusing "6 Fusing 55
Flome Extinction n. Charring
FEP melted and charred
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50 Amperes

All of the effects observed at hO amperes occurred even more rapidly at

50 Oamperes.

The insulation of both 5086 constructions was totally consumed within a

few seconds while the other three wires retained their insulations for varying

lengths of time.

50 Amperes
(all elapsed tiAes in seconds)

A!

9.. . : '. . ,,. .. ,

9 Wl"•--' . . "9 *

b

F •, *.. .. 9. ,.j. . -
.. 9 * "

lame Ignition none
Fusing 1l
Insulation decomposed into smoke and

'%dripping particles
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50 Amneres
(all elapsed times in seconds)

go 11 .F

et

* , ./--. % *

S• . .. •.. -.

Smoke •1 ke 4
Flame Ignition none Flome Ignition 10
Fusing 19 Fusing 12
Insulation decomposed into emoke and Flame Extinction 12
dripping particles Insulation split boring conductor

I O, " . " "
l'.!"' . " " . - ::'

I. . a.•

8104

.mk 2 12 , .
Flame Ignition 15 Flame Ignition 2A
Fusing 16 Fusing 28
.Flme Sxtinction 16 flnme Extinction 29
FZP melted and charred Some charred remains on conductor
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60 Amperes

The effects noted at 50 amperes generally appeared more rapidly vwth tU.

TFS insulation splitting in the iirst few seconds. The fires in the TFS and H-film

specimens appeared to be more vigorous than those vhich occured at,50 amperes.

60 Amperes

(all elapsed times in seconds)

-- •w ' , ° ; ° . *. . .. ', . |

5086 1

S, ° o ' • - . •. *S!

Smoke 3
Flame Ignition none
Fusing 7
Insulation decomposed into smoke and
dripping particles

* .55
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60 Amperes
(all elapsed times in seconds)

9.|

I.

086 11W

Fbne Ignition none Flame Ignition 6
*Fusing 7 Fusing

Insulation decomposed into smoke and Flame Extinction8
dripping particle. Insulation split baring conductor

,".. . **.....*" . . p.

7" ION".

*yp . . *8 '. . .. 1 " .

Smoke 1 Smoke
a Flme Ignition 0 Flame Ignition none

Fusing Fusing
FlameEtinction 9 Some charred:remainlon codutJ

riP malted and entire insulation

system charred
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70 Amperes

All the wires fused in 3 to 7 seconds. Both the H-Film and 81014 flames

.: burned for a few seconds after the conductor fused# with the 81044 burning longer.

The fire in the WEK wire extinguished itself in leon than one second after fusing.

70 Amperes
(all elapsed times in seconds)

M 1.

*••, . ",: .• . /

SOM I

l.a", It .'ion none
Fusing 3
Insulation decomposed into smokce and
dripping particles
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70 Amperes
(all elapsed time in seconds)

SFlme Ignition none nowm Ignition I
Fusine s "Fusing

:,, ~Insulation decomposed into smoke MadFe Extinction I
Sdripping particles 'Insulation split baring conductor

Flame Igito Flame" Igito -•, ... , ...

Fusing < 9. -

•,..I .. 'di. ,

nlame Extinction 7 Flame Extinction 1
_Pmelted _ d entire insulation Some charred retains on conductor

system charred
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OBSE1VATIONS AND FACTUAL DATA

7 Conductor Bundles

0• Amuernt

The only damage caused by the 30 ampere test occurred with 5066 co.n-

structions, The insulation of the Type I wire melted and charrcd, leaving

parts of all conductors bare. The Type Il construction also shored soGe

melting and charring.

_40 A~pte-re3

All of the wire conRtractions were damaged at 40 amperes,

The 5086 1 damage was of the same form as, that observed at 30 c-zpares,

but It occurred more rapidly. With 5086 11 the insulation or the center

-wire was coopletely consumed, leaving only brittle fiber gless braid on the

conductor* Heating caused the tw.Bted bundle to become quite loose. This

unwinding effect was not observed with the other four wire 4-pes.

The MlE insulation exhibited extensive splitting losvir.. p•.,rTs of all con-

ductors In the bundle exposed, with two or more uninsuletd. wir.a. in contn.t.

The first instance of burning occurred at 40 ampares in a TEL wire oundle. T•m

could have been an anomalous result which can only be expla'-nod af..-r further

inventiaution.

Blocking was observed-in all wire types except 5-A6 I, I ,whore the n.-.u'a.t-on

• ' was virtually completely contuzed. The most severe jlockiv:. icc~z :'-.; :'-.

H-.ilm constructions, where the PEP bciding r.el:ei snan fl'wei ci:%.::,t r-.i, oi

the vireo in the bundle to stick together.
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S0 Amperes

At 50 amperes fusinj occurred much more rapidly; 23 seconds (5086 11)

to 4i7 seconds (81044). As a result, the bundles were exposed to elevated tern-

"* peratures for a shorter period of time.. The ensuing damage was generally less

than that which occurred at iO amperes,

The second instance or burring occurred at 50 amperes with 5086 II. The

following photograph shows the fire, which lasted for 2. reconds after the

current-carryin~g conductor fused.

I..- •' , ** " bs', -

S 5 • .% w'*S* *

* 5, , .

.- - . A,.

4°o,,&

5086-11
7-Corductor Bundle
50 Amperes
Smoke 7 seconds
Flaw Ignition 20 seconds
Fusing 23 seconds
Flame Extinction h7 seconds

60 Amperes

The tests were terminated rapidly at 60 amperes. Thus the effects were not

as severe as those -observed at either 4;0 or 50 amperes. The most severe effect

was the baring of conductors - in the cases of the 5086 I wine where the insuls-

tion 'flows and chars, and TFEwhere the insulation splits.

* . 60
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TI. CONCLUSION
/

_/

The observations and factual data on the massive overload tests

Indicate that moat types of wire will burn. No Ideal wire exists

for general purpose air frame application. However, the macuive

overload tents indicate that 5086 wire degrades before all the

other types of wire teePed, and that MIL-W-81044 wire flame

Ignl'ion and fusing occur later than the TFE or U-film wire.

The longer time interval allows greater opportunity for the

circuit protec~ion to op.rato and protect thO wire prior to

wire fire or wire fusing. Aerospace Safety Engineering riill

continue to study this problem in hopes of finding an even safer

wire. Although it is somewhat early to make a Judgement, the

next step forward toward safety in the wire field may be an en-

tirely new concept. Development in this field wl~l be closely

monitored.
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The miassive overload tests on the precoeding pages were perfarred

* by the Raychem Corporation at the request of Aerospace Safety

Engineering, Department 72-11, Lockhxeed Aircraft Corporation.
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APPENDIX E

OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARD WORKSHEETS
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orsR?%7,'nAL 77W.: IsIA~RMO W03V11M'.r

Wr3C: NIA DATE: 30 :n 1975' HAZARD NO: I
N..L,'d ... Wins fillet/Lobe

.O•,7Tc:': Lobe Panels and under Wints ____,______

ic..:. r., Ti.. ,,¶.u. UDUE TO NORA_ OPERATION YAM U-•YOUX
..'.L.- KTERTAL: JP-4 and hvdraulic fluid

S.AT-:•."7 OF HAZARD: 1. Jp-4 leaking into wing fillet during aerial refollnr. (AR)
or fr -a roý'i n fitting on the APU fuel line and ignited by an electrical
malfunction. 2. JP-4 leak in the area from fuel spilled during AR or a loose
Wiggins fitting on the APIT fuel line and running down the fuselage into the APU
inlet or exhaust.
DISCUSSION:

The APU fuel line in the fillet area contains a hard-seal Wiggins fitting
(not the flexible wiggins fittings) whih has a history of leakage due to
axial movement of the fuel line. Fuel can leak into the wing fillet/lobe areas
either from this fitting or from aerial refueling. I. During flight the fillet/
lobe area appears to be well ventilated and probability of a fire/explosicen is low
and damage would probably be limited to the fillet/lobe panels. Sources of
ignition In this area are confined to the leading edge lobe fairing forward of
the wing SPARS. The sources are pressure vessel electrical wiring feed through,
hot airducts, AR isolation valve, and the cooling air fan. The most probable
source of ignition in this area would be a short in the electrical wiring. The
hot airducts have temp. sensors, the AR isolation valve is hermetically sealed
and the cooling air fan is turbine powered and isolated in a plenum chamber.
Fuel accumulation in this area is unlikely due to ,:he loose mating of the fillet
panel to the fuselage and drain holes allowing drainage down tV' side of the
fuselage. 2. During ground oreration fuel from AR or leaking APU fuel line in
the fillet/lobe area running down the fuselage into the APU intake/exhaust presents
the greatest probability of fire/explosion. The malfunction of the APU fuel line
presents the greatest hazard in that it can support a fire/explosLon, whereas fuel
frot. AR spillage would be of limited quantity.

CCW'LUS1I:

Fuel leaking from the APU line is a fire hazard; moreso than fuel accumulation
due to AR spillage.

PANEL RECOMMENDATION: (Use back if necessary)
1) MAC should emphasize compliance with the T.O. 1C-5A-2-4 procedure requiring
APU area scan prior to APU start. 2) Recommendations which may result from
the present aerial refueling spillage study should be given top priority to
correct the fire/explosion hazards resulting from fuel spillage. 3) The APU
with a more reliable coupling and the lines should be rerouted with an exransion

loop to reduce axial loads in the line.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARDS WORKSHEFT
WUC, _ A DATEs 30 Jan T975 HAZARD NO: 2

NOMANCLATURE: WinR Dry Bays

I)CATIONt In Wing box between inboard and outboard engines
IGNITIO TFIO-ERATURE DUE TO NORM OERATION . ALF"flWTION X
FLAMMABLE MATERIAL: JP-4/Hydraulic oil
STATFI.W OF HAZARD:

Electrical wiring in this area could arc from breakage qr damaged insulation,

igniting leaking fuel.

DISCUSSION:

Fuel lines in this compartment include three shut-off valves and associated
wiggins couplings. Fuel leakage is possible. Ventilation is provided in flight
to produce a change of air each two minutes. Statically and during taxi, the
vent air flow through the compartment is low to nil. Although all electrical
circuits are protected by circuit breakers, an explosion/fire could occur if
there is a flammable mixture present at the time the arc pccurs. The FSS
provJdes detection and extinguishing capability in this compartment but would
not prevent an explosion. Making the compartment inert with LN2 would resolve
the problem but would require sealing the compartment and adding climb and dive
valves in each compartment. Another solution would bc to run the electrical
wiring insid conduits to prevent damage which could result in ignition of an
explosive mixture. Since the valves located in this cavity have explosion proof
motors, they are not considered to present any addition. 1 hazards.

/
I/

CONCLUSION:

It iF possible for a hazardous condition to exist in this compartment.

PANEL RFflOYMENDATIONt (Use back if necessary) 1. The wires be routed through
conduits to prevent damage during maintenance. 2. Insure that an inspection of
the wires is made after maintenance action in the compartment prior to closure of
access panel.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OP t ... ........T. FTRi* W.ClIA" WO"r'IA 1"II 7

WJC: 12 AAU DATEF" 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO:. 3

""L•,.'TIC::: Flight Engineers (F) instrument _anol.

* Ir ;:T rAUO DUS TAO NOR1MAL OPRT u. fI
LA!.C."47L KY1TERTAL: JD-4 and hydraulic fluid

ST\T.-".,',..':' Or 1HAZARD:

Flammable fluid leaking from AR receptacle coupling onto the Fit Engineers
panel.

DISCUSSION:

The refueling receptacle coupling has an inner and outer seal both of
which must fail to allow leakage.

The coupling can and has leaked during or just after aerial refueling. In all
cases it has been detected by the flight crew before the fluid has contacted an
ignition source. The electrical components probably would not ignite a fire
unless a malfunction of a component occurs at the same time as the leakage occurs.

Leaking fuel would probably leak into the cockpit area prior to getting behind the
FE's panel. This is due to the location of the line low point being below the
access opening into the FE panel; however, a spray could get behind the panel
prior to being detected. The fuel ;oupling is shrouded which would reduce the
possibility of fuel spray; however, there is no means of detecting a leak of the
inner, primary seal. The temperature of the malfunctioned electrical component
would be detected prior to reaching a temp. high enough to ignite hydraulic
fluid or JP-4 in a liquid form.

CONCLUSION:

JP-4 can and has leaked into th' cockpit from the AR receptacle-coupling and
is a. hazard. )

PANEL RECOMMENDATION: (Use back if necessary)

1) A method should be devised to allow inspection of the aerial refueling
receptacle coupling outer shroud for failure of coupling inner seal.
2) Study the feasibility of installing a barrier or baffle to prevent
hydraulic fluid and/or fuel from spraying onto the flight engineer's panel.
Accomplish modifications recommended as A result of study.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OPERATIONAL FIRS HAZARDS WORKSHE7.

WUC: Numerous DATEs 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 4
NOaKANC'- .16:A75C Electrical Power and"istribution Sys

LOCATION: From Engine and APU generators & external -ower Receptacie iu Circuit Breaker
IGNITION TEXERATURE DUE TO " NORMAL FOP IO- Pandas. 0
FLAMMABLE MATERIAL: Hydraulic Fluid/Oygen/Oil/JW--4
STATMENT OF HAZARD:

Possibility of malfunctioning electrical wiring igniting a combustible.

DISCUSSION:

Review of the following item installation was accomplished: a. Engine generators
and feeder system, b!. APU generators and feeder system, c. AC/DC electrical
feeder system, d. AC load distribution panel, e. Generator dAnd bus tie
contractors, f. External power plug, . External power contactor, h. Trans-
forter rectifiers.

Problems were noted in the following areas: a. Aluminum wire is used from the
pylon disconnect to the AC load center in the generator system. This has been
a problem on previous aircraft because vibration/aging causes this type wire
to become stiff, brittle and subject to breakage, b. Generator wiring in the

• engine, pylon and APU is subject to frequent saturation with hydraulic fluid,
c. AC feeder wires under the catwalk on the righb side of the aircraft are

* subject to frequent hydraulic saturation where they pass the two hydraulic service
centers, d. Initially installed wire bundle clamps have deteriorating insulator.
This item is covered separately (See Hazard Worksheet No. 6). t. Damaged or
missing wiring feed-through grommets behind the navigator's panel have caused
deterioration of insulation, arcing, and fire. This area has been thoroughly
inspected and the situation corrected. However, there are numerous other areas
'in the aircraft where such grommets are used. These areas have not been subjected
to thorough inspections.

CONCLUSIONt

Further action is required on the problem items.

PANEL RFO•.'EDATI0N:1 (Use back if necessary) L Establish optlmum time change period
for the aluminum wiring. Installation of copper wiring at this time is recommended.
Review inspection criteria of areas susceptible to hydraulic saturation to determine
adequacy. 2. Establish an Analytical Condition Inspection (ACI) requirement to
inspect the wiring feed-through grommets.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARDS WORKSIIEV!

WUC: 44 --- DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 5
NOXANC-L-ATUE: Exterior Lighting

LOCATION: Winn tic, NLG, MLC, Fu selae, Empenage .......... X
IGINITION TFPAUR DUIXE TO NORMIAL OPER~AT ION X AF2TO X

FLAMMABLE MATERIALS Ilvdraulic/JP-4 -
STATEMENT OF HAZARDS

Possibility of external lighting system causing fire. ,

DISCUSSIONS The navigation, wing leading edge, and upper anti-collision lights were

reviewed and little chance of any malfunction occurring when a combustible is avail-
able. The lower anti-collision light is subjected to hydraulic fluid but the operating
and malfunction temperatures are reported below the danger point. The taxi lights
wiring could possibly arc to the airframe if a taxi light is lost in flight.
Probability of ignition of hydraulic fluid is low due to the airflow through the areas
during flight and taxi. The landing lights would be subjected to JP-4 during taxi
if leaks occur outboard of pylons ona and four. Probability of lamp induced
combustion is considered low due to airflow. kuel could get to wire from power
transformer to the lamp. This wire could and has overheated if lamp is used for
an extended period, or if a 1000 watt la:np is installed in lieu of the 600 watt
lamp. Lockheed reports 900* F temperature at lamp contacts with 1000 watt lamp
Installed. This will radiate back through wire. Additional temperature data is
shown on page 69.'.

CONCLUSION:

A hazard exists if the temperature of the landing light wire from the lamp to
the transformer exceeds the JP-4 ignition temperature.

PANEL RrOhNDATIOV: (Use back if necessary)
A study should be made to determine the max. length of time allowed for operation
of landing lights and restrictions incorporated in the Dash 1 to preclude over-
heating of landing lights/wiring.

REPLY/STATUSt (Use back if necessary)
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HAZARD NO. 5

LANDING LIGHT TEMPERATURES

ALL TEMPERATURES WERE TAKEN WITH THE LIGHT RETRACTED

BULB 10 MIN. 20 KIN. 30 MIN. 60 MIN. 120 MIN. STABILIZED

1. 1000 Watt 300OF 380"F 455"F 520"F 560"F 61C*F
600 Watt 165"F 220"F 255"F 320"F 375"F 415"F

2. 1000 Watt 150*F 170OF 203"F 265"F 308OF 365"F
600 Watt N/A .... 250*F

3. 1000 Watt 137*F 175OF 205*F 2550F 290"F 360"F
600 Watt N/A .... 224*F

,/

1. Temperature pick-up on wire immediately outside of insulator.

2. Temperature pick-up adjacent to clamp about 4 inches up from #1.

3. Temperature pick-up between canopies which separate door actuator and bulb.

Wire is made in two parts. The first part, about 2k to 3 inches adjacent to the
bulb, is nickel plated. It then splices to tinned copper %ire. The jacket
is silicone impregnated fiberglass and is good for 3920F (200*C).
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OPERATT10:44L FTRE HAZARDS WOIRKSUEMt

W C: DATF.:_30 jan 197s HAZARD NO: 6
'L~',,,U•.~ Clamps supporting wiring and hydraulic lines

LOCATIC'..: Throughout the aircraft /
10 NITIC' Tiz-*: UZ'~ Cu~ N6IaL OPFATIO, Ma0U4TIOI R
FIW !.%BLI KT-ERTAL: Hydraulic f luid/oxygen/jP-4 - -
STATFM:'ý.' 0F HAZARD:
Deterioration of insulators on initially installed clamps causing chafing of
electrical wires, and hydraulic lines.

DISCUSSIO.:
1. The insulators on the majority of the originally installed clamps are age
deteriorating with the consequent hazard of worn wires arcing and hydraulic
leake. Ic has previously been determined that the clamps will be replaced
with standard HS type ones on a conditional basis during base and depot mainten-
ance. Many of the clamps are extremely inaccessible and some are Accessible only
during PDM. This inaccessability hampers proper conditional inspection increasing
the probability of chafing causing electrical shorting and hydraulic leak&ge.
Replacement of all the originally installed clamps regardless of condition
would be required to eliminate the hazard.

2. In addition, the clamps supporting the hydraulic lines in the vertical
stabilizer are breaking. This has Leen attributed to vibration and flexing of
the tail.

CO?.4LUSIO11S

Further sction is resuired to assure replacement of the original design clamps
and to provide a clamp capable of surviving the vibration and flexing in the
empennage.

PANEL RFX1O.ENDATION: (Use back if necessary) 1. The C-5 should be purged of
all clamps.of the deficient design. This should be accomplished expeditiously
on some basis other than the presently specified replacement only for worn/
deteriorated condition. 2. A better clamp should be identified/developed to
support the hydraulic lines in the empennage.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OPERATIONAL FIR, HAZARtfl W0RKSH%.m

WUC: 23 DATEs 30 Jan 197j HAZARD NO: 7
N aAN C-L-T W TEn-gine a

* LOCATION:
IGNITIO1 TFMPERATt. DUE T6 NORMAL OPF'TION K
FLAMID(LE MATERIAL: Engine oil, Hydraulic oil, 3 deicing fluid NTr elect. wiring.
STATFP rr OF HAZARD:

Ignition of fla-mmable material by hot surface, failed rotating equipment, shorted
electrical wiring, hot gas leakage or malfunctioning electrical components.

DISCUSI0Os

All engines are susceptible to fire due to hot operating conditions, accessory
failures, and the presence of flammable material. The C-5 engines have fire
detector loops in the accessory section and apron ane a two shot halon 1202 (DB)
fire fighting capability. The main problems have been in vapor barrier leakage
combined wiLh hydraulic pu-np failure, or fuel leakage. One incident is believed to
have been caused by deicer fluid. All necessary actionsto correct these problems
are believed to have been taken.

Explosions originating aft of the vapor barrier could have possibly been prevented
if there had been better circulation of air on the R.H. side of the combustion
section of the engine. Recoup air outlets presently provide circulation on the
top, bottom anu L.H. side of the engine.

CO•CLUSION:
Problems with the vapor barrier and poor air circulation on the R.H. side of
the engine contribute to the fire hazard potential on the engine.

!I

PANEL RECOMMENDATION: (Use back if necessary)
A study should be made to dttermine the feasibility of improving the integrity
of the vapor barrier and improving air circulation on the right hand side of
the engine combustion section. If feasible, the necessary modifications should
be accomplished.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OPERATTOIJAL FTRE HAZARDS WOM.SIIH'
45AEA/

WtJCt CEA/EEA/CEA DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 8
NOMACLATUff :T Engine driven hydraulic pumps

LOCATION: Engines . ....
!G•tTIflT TFIPdMEATURF1 ME TO NORQ OPER'IOu " MALFUT• " A
FLAY'ABLE VATERIAL: Hydraulic fluid
STATENMN? OF HAZARD:

A ruptured hydraulic pu.-p provides hydraulic fluid into the engine cowling, which
could bo ignited.

DISCUSSIOUt

Recent failures of some hydraulic pumps have resulted in broken cases. This
allows hydraulic fluid into the engine cowl where the high temp. environment
aft of the vapor barrier can easily result in ignition. The most probable cause
of case rupture is overpressure due to case drain flow restriction. Case drain
flow monitors are available in M'iDARS.

A majority of pump failures are internal, not allowing extensive external fluid
loss.

This area is covered by the engine fire fighting system.

COfC.LUSION:

A ruptured hydraulic pump case can result in an engine fire.

Fire fighting is available.

PANEL RECOMIENDATION: (Use Pack if necessary)

MAC should emphasize the importance of noting case drain flow failure printouts
from MADARS. Correction of the cause for each such failure message can help
preclude engine fire.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OPE•RATIONAL FIRE HAZARDS WOlRKSHJ"1

wtct DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 9
N.{AN.LAu RE: Zjgns ,,,,

LOCATION: '_ _ _ __ _ _ _

IGNITIOIN TFYIPERATURE MJE-T' RMAL OPF,'RATION _ FMETION
FLAMMABLE MATERIAL: Hydi'aulic Fluid, JP-4 & electrical wiring -

STATFIENT OF HAZARD:

Ignition of leaking hydraulic fluid or JP-4.

DISCUSSIONS

Bleed air ducts, electrical wires and electrical components are possible
ignition sources. Fire has also spread through the fire wall from an engine
fire in the past. Leakage of fuel from fue" lines has also been a problem
in the past, but has apparently been corrected. The area is well ventilated.
it will be protected by the FSS when installed.

CONCLUSION:

Probability of ignition fow except for burn through of engine fire.

PANEL RFZOK'MENDATIO1: (Use back if necessary) 7

Expedite installation of new fire wall seal being developed under NIP SANBM 74-0096.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARDS WORKSIIE'T

WUC: i4jc.. DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 10
NOXANCLATUi•t Flap Po'.ier Pack Assy

LOCATION: Center R,ar Wing Beam
IGNITION TEFmI'ERAT'JRN DUE TO NOHIAL OPERAON HASNC'TION
FLAMMABLE MATERtAL: livdraulic
STATEMNT OF HAZARD:

Power pack components overheat due to malfunction and ignite hydr&ulic fluid.

1/DISCUSSIONt

Electrical components are solenoids and switches. System is protected by
circuit breakers. Solenoids are explosion proof. The flap power pack is run
intermittently for short periods so components would not overheat to temperature
required for ignition. Area is vented so vapors would not likely build-up.

Hydraulic manifold has past history of failure. Although fluid would not likely
ignite in inn-ediate area, the volume of fluid and run off paths could provide
fuel to other possible ignition sources. Manifolds have been redesigned. Units
are being procured on priority basis but are scheduled for replacement on
attrition basis. The hazards of spilled hydraulic fluid and operation with one
system lost will remain until all units have been replaced.

Area will be protected by FSS.

CONCLUSION:

Probability of ignition is low. Hydraulics could provide fuel for other ignition
source.

PANEL RROMEO NDATION: (Use back if necessazr)

Replace manifolds as available rather than by attrition.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARDS WORKSHE"r

WUC: 45 300 DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 11
NOMMATUREs 2/3 Power Trans fer Unit (PTU)

LOCATION: Center Wing rear beam comp, fwd of aft troop comp.
IGNITION TF"-FRATURE DUE TO NORI'AL OPERATION MALFUNCTION -X
FLAMMABLE MATERIALt Hyd fluid -
5TATF. "T OF HAZARD:'

Failure of cartridge valves in FlU can spray hyd fluid throughout the

wing rear beam compartment.

DI•CUS3SION: ,

Recently, failures have been experienced on the 2/3 PTU in which cartridge valve
heads have been blown, spraying hyd fluid into the wing rear beam compartment.
Possible ignition sources, discussed in other worksheets, include electrical
wiring, flight control servos, and motor driven valves.

Similar failures have not been encountered on the 1/2 or 3/4 PTU's, which
are located below the hyd reservoir level.

The possibility of the PTU overheating to an ignition temperature was considered
negligible.

CONCLUSION:

This area is protected by the FSS. Known failure of the 2 to 3 PTU can provide
a hyd fluid fuel constituting a fire hazard.

PANEL RfrOMNDATION: (Use back if necessary)

Continue investigation of this problem under HIP SANBM 74-0520.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necesesu-)
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZAR.S WOKSH•r .r

WUC: 45 JOO DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 12
0IA/2 and 3/4 P.wr Transfer U ('its (FrU)

LOCATIO*1: FWM M.L.G. FAIRINGS
IGNITIOM- TE1PFRNA;1E DUE TO NOiU'i OPERATIO'I 'kUTION X
FA•Y%%BtTE MATERIAL: Hlyd fluid
STATF.MN.,T 0? HAZARD:

Failure of PTU'.i could result in spray of hyd fluid in the WD M.L.C. FAIRING
AREA.

DISCUSSION:

The 2/3 PTU is known to fail in such a manner as to spray rhyd fluid (see
worksheet on 2/3 PTU). If the 1/2 or 3/4 PTF fails in th. same manner, it
could provide fuel for an undetected fire.

ThesL PTU's have not had failures of the same typt as the, 2/3 PTU. The
probability of overheating to ignition temp is considered negligible.

FSS zone fire fighting will cover this area upon installation; however,
until then, a fire could go undetected in this area.

CONCLUSION:

Although a fire is not likely to occur, fiaumnbles may be present due to
PTU fatlure. Present methods would not detect such a fire.

PANEL RECOMMENDATIONt: (Use .back if necessary)

1) T. 0. 1C-5A-1 should be revised to add the following: If a PTU malfunction
occurs during 1/2 or 3/4 PTU operation in flight, perform an inspection of the
adjacent cargo compartment sidewall for indications of beat. 2) T. 0. lC-5A-
2-3 should be revised to add the following: If a PTU malfunction occurs uuring
ground operation, open access panel and inspect area for evidence of fire (prior
to FSS).

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARDS WORKSHIEn1

WUC: 42AAC DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 13
N0IANCLATURE: Aircraft Batteries

LOCATION: R. Fwd Cargo Compartment
IGNITION TEMPERATURE MUE TO NORMAL OPERATION X MALFUNCTION K
FLAMMABLE MATERIAL: Hydrogen/some cargo loads - -
STATEMF.NT OF HAZARDS

Battery explosion during charging.

DISCUSSION: These nickel cadmium batteries are very low capacity (5 ampers hour).
The reliability of the cells used in the C-5 is very low. Apparently the load
connected to these batteries when they are used as a sole power source is at or
above their capability. Frequently when these batteries are being re-charged
after use a condition called thermal runaway occurs. When this happens the
electrolyte in the weakest cells boil off producing hydrogen gas. When the elect-
rolyte level is depleted the cells overheat badly enough to-melt their outer case and
ignite the hydrogen gas in the battery case. To date the-resultant explosions have
been very small and usually are undetected until the battery is removed to the battery
shop for failure or periodic (70 day) repair and capacity check. The batteries are
located in and vented to the cargo compartment. There is little access to any fuel
sufficient to substain a fire witu the exception of vapors from certain cargo loads.

DC power is required to operate the FSS. The batteries are the only source of DC power
in an emergency where all the AC generators and the emergency generator are off/failed.
The batteries will not provide sufficient power for operation of the FSS if not fully
charged or at temperatures below -40OF. The batteries are used for other applications
so would not necessarily be at full charge when needed. Installation of a charging
rate control would decrease the likelihood of fire/explosion but would not solve the
FSS power problem. A higher capacity battery would provide the FSS the needed
electrical power and greatly reduce the likelihood of battery explosion.

CONCLUSION:

1. The batteries constitute a fire/explosion hazard.

2. The, batteries are not adequate to assure FSS operation when needed.

PAiEL RFWO ENDATION: (Use back if necessary)

Install higher capacity nickel cadmium or lead acid batteries.

REPLY/STATUSt (Use back if necessary)
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OPF..?ATMCAT1, FTRE HAZARDS WORKSIIETI!

WUC: DATEs: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 14
NOMANuATUE: Ciln, Drain System_

LOtCATION: Miii ('~a" Well O.1lv
IGNTTO:ON TEATUE DUE Tu N6O7AL OPF.RATION MA_•__ -11 '•-O.-ii --
FLI, AISALE XATiERTAL: Hvdruulic Fluid -
STAT?.NT O7M HZtRA):

Gear, tires, anJ wheel w•,,ll being saturated with fluid from a leaking or broken,
drain line .m, 'Juid being ivnited by a hot brake.

DISCUSSTO,;:

Plastic drain lives in MLC wheel well areas are breaking and splitting due to
altitude cold soaking, wind blast, and vibration. Even when properly installed,
the lines sag between claips providing low areas for collection of hydraulic
fluid and/or water (accumulated from flushing down of hydraulic or cargo leaks
inside cargo compartment). Water freezing at altitude may be cause of reported
splitting. Accumulated hydraulic fluid, or fluid lost during flight from seal
drains or overflowing reservoir, can flow onto wheeli or brakes. The rubber
tires will not absorb the fluid and only a limited amount can remain on the
brake surface to be heated at ignition temp. Once the lines drained, there
would be no further supply to sustain a fire. This area will eventually be
protected by FSS. Actions are already in effect to detect possibility of hot
brakes during taxi or take-off. Hot brakes on RTO or landing do not constitute a
hazard in this case.

.7<

/

COCLT7S TCN:

There is a limited potential for fire in this area.

PANEL RECOMNENDATION: (Use back if necessary)

1) The straight runs of -lastic tubing between tIG wheels should be replaced
with a more durable tubing. Lightweight aluminum tubing might be suitable.
2)/ Until replacement is accomplished, T.O. lC-5A-6 should be revised to
"require regular inspection. Df these lines for leaks, breaks, or splits; or
Scollection of fluid , low points. 3) Until rcplacement is accomplished,
T.0. IC-5A-l should be revised to add the following: In case of reservoir
overflow during flight, monitor wheel well area for evidence of fire
(p"ior to FSS).

REPLaY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OPFRATIONAL FIRE HAZ;JflS WO!KSHE..

WTC: 42 QA DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 15
N OAN NT ULjA E" Emergency Generator

LOCATION: Number two hydraulic service center L. cargo compartment.
IGNITIOV. ?FPY.ATU]E TO N'ORM4AL OPWT1ON- .. T765,
FLAM{ABLE MATERIALt HYdraulic Fluid -

STATFM17NT OF HAZARD:

Malfunction of the emergency generator contactor causing the emergency generator
to overheat.

DISCUSSIO1s

The RAT deployment accumulator and several hydraulic lines are above the emergency
generator. Leakage and fluid spills in this area are frequent. Pooling of fluid
in and under the generator is possible. The emergency generator contactor connects
the generator to the emergency bus when failure occurs in the AC or DC systems.
This contactor has a history of failure even after Safety TCTO 1C-5A-1344 is
accomplished. When the contactor fails, it connects the generator to AC power
from other sources. This causes the generator to try to act as a motor, but it
stalls because the hydraulic pressure is shut off to the hydraulic drive motor for
the generator, This causes the generator windings to heat up to their melting
point. The generator case temperature can get above the ignition temperature of
hydraulic fluid. The generator is located behind soundproofing adjacent to the
number two hydraulic system service center. This area is protected by smoke
detection and will be protected by FSS, but a fire behind paneling would probably
be quite large before it would be detected.

CONCLUSION:

The emergency generator contactor failures represent a source of ignition.

PANEL RrOKVNDATION. (Use back if necessary)

1. Install warning system to indicate contactor failure.

2. Install contactor with higher reliability.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OPFRATTONAL FIfR HAZ,\RDS WOR{SHE .1
13cG.0/72cAO/1 3Er.,

UIUC: DArE: "0 Jan 1975 HAZARP NO: 16
NO1ATKU17A ?]: - CroU',n, Computcr Rada': Altimeter and Anti-Skid Con-tro1 Box

LOCATION: L & R Cargo Area
IGNITIOM TEi: ED TO -ORMAl° OPERATION MALFUNCTION
FLAMXABLE MATERTAL" .. ydrtauli fl , d
STATE-.N`T OF HA7ARD:

Possibility of malfuictioning the Crosswind Computer, Radar Altimeter or
Anti-Skid Control boe: Igniting a combustible.

DISCUSSION:

The crosswind computer could be saturated with hydraulic fluid from an overhead
leak. Malfunction temperature of the cards is not known. The radar altimeter
and the anti-skid control box have protective covers installed to prevent
leaking hydraulic fluid from contacting them. All three uiits are located
in ehe cargo area with smoke detection available. The cro'swind computer
and the anti-skid box are casil) accessible for on board fire fighting
equipment. The protective cover can easily be broken for access to the radar
altimeters. Will be protected by FSS.

CONlCLUSION:

A hazard exists in the crosswind computer if the temperature of the cards P
exceed the ignition temperature of fuel and oil vapors.

PANEL R1CO?, DATION: (Use back if necessary)1. A study be Sonducted by ASD/ENJPF to
determine the temperatures to which the failed printed circuit cards have been exposed.
2. If the ASD study indicates the failing cards are a serious heat source, the units
should be shielded or otherwise isola:ed from fuel sources, similar to the Radar
Altimeter and Anti-skid Control Box Shielding.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OPMAPTIOMLA FTflE HAZA¶)3 W(V-KSHE"-r

____C: DATF: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 17

,..,,.,,.J .. ,Troop Compartment Grill

,~ ~ U r.P.;,u•," TO •.:,AOM OPEWA-1o0 X YFIQA'O-TT.IT'i.--•---
FLAI'.,LI. YATERIAL: General Cargo

,T-,OF. HAZARD:•

Lighted cigarette drop onto cargo through the open grill.

DSCUSSTON:ip

The system safety group has previously discussed this potential problem.

A cigarette can be dropped on to cargo below and go undetected- and a fire
could be started.

LG: has stated that any protective screen wauld restrict air flow that would

bc required during a rapid decompression.

A `

:•LUS7ON: This a potential fire hazard.

PANEL RECOMMENDATION: (Use back if necessary)

The crew should be included in the loadmasters briefing covering smoking
restriction, in T.O. IC-5A-1. MAC should enforce the existing requirement //
that crew and passengers not be allowed to smoke in the troop compartment
unless they are seated in the troop area.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back i.- necessary)
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OPF+RAT+P,.,,+'.,., F-"M HAZARDS W%1RKSPE7,r

V"C: 13 --- DATE: 3) Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 18
.LG Exten+iýctract Sys

LO~ATXON: lCWeel wells
IC.NT TIo1. TFM. kTU.T DUE TO NOi.AO:. OPEATION; M- 10.,TIOJ xN
FLA!-'ABLE MATERIAL: Ilydraulic fluid
STAT.-•!?7 OF HAZARD:
Overheating of a MLG extend/retract component, such as a main gearbox assy

clutch or ekcCtric motor, might ignite leaking hydraulic fluid.

DISCUSSIOV:

CLG components were evaluated as possible ignition sources in a failure mode.
Only two components were identified as possibly achieving ignition temp. The
hyd actuated clutch can slip, causing significant overheating.' Recent modifica-
tions to the main gearbox are thought to have eliminated this slippage problem;
howe'ver, a recent failure has been reported and a UR exhibit has been requested.

Failures on the electric motor have been through stalling and burning out; however,
the motor is used only on emergency extension. Detection and fire fighting
capability on the ground is considered adequate.

As discussed in the worksheet on MLG brakes, this area is now having detection
installed and will receive fire fighting in FSS.

CO.NCLUSTON: Anoverheated clutch in the main gearbox can serve as an ignition source.
Detection will be adequate with expedited installation of partial FSS, and fire

fightiog will be covered by full FSS.

PANEL RECOMMENDATION: (Use hack if necessary)

1) MAC should continue inspection procedures established by MAC message DO/LG/IG
061715Z Jan 75 until fire detection is installed. 2) Cause of failure for
modified clutch assembly should be determined and appropriate action taken.
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARM3 WORKSI!ET

6ijC: 13 EOO/13 LAA DATF,: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 19
NCMNE17ATURE-: KLG Brakes & Tires

LOMATIO::: MLG Whiel , ells
MU*NTTON TCF~iA_.tA NUE TO NORUMAL OPFATI ONi K MAFZ FT&UF0

FLA!XYBL'". MATERIAL: Hyd fluid/Rubber tires - -

STAT7-MENT 01 HAZRD):

Overheated brakes or tires igniting hyd fluid and/or tires.

DISCUSSION:

Brakes can generate temp enough for auto-ignition of hyd fluid. Tires can
conceivably be ignited by scrubbing on runway. On ground detection and
fire fighting is considered adequate, therefore, retracted gear is considered
herc-in.

Hyd fluid is available from several sources: hyd drain lines, ATM panelr,
brake lines, etc. A failure or melting of any of these can ignite or feed
an exigting fire.
The detection portion of the FSS wheel well installation is being expedited.

Interim procedures, required by MAC, include wheel well inspections after take-off.

San Antonio ALC is developing an ATM panel shield to reduce heat access to and

-fluid spray from, the panel. A mod proposal for installation of hyd fuses in
the HLC anti-rotation system hyd lines is being considered by the AFLC Configura-
tion Control Board for prevention of complete hyd system drainage into the wheel
well.

CONCLUSION: Present inspection procedures are adequate to detect any such fire early.
Detectio- system will allow discontinuation of insp. FSS zone fire fighting will
provide protection when installed. Hyd fuses in all wheel well lines will limit
fuel quantity if fire develops.

PANEL RECOMMENDATIONS! (Use .back if necessary)

1) MAC should continue i-.spection procedures established by MAC message DO/LG/IG
061715Z Jan 75 until fire detection is installed. 2) Installation of fuses in-
any presently unprotected hydraulic lines in the landing gear system should be
expedited.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OPERATIOM:AL FITR HAZARDS WORSS!E-Tr

W'JC: 41CCE DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 20
NK LA';A : f1 : Unlerfloir 5eat System Fans

7.".ATIo::: 3 Locations on left side under cargo comparL7-nt fLOOr;F7.. 750
IONITIO1 T 0-E TO 1;O01AL- OPERATO'N MALFUMT. 100

F L. MATERIAL: 750

STATFNT. OF HAZARD:

Aluminun fan blade tips could rub nn fan housing, generating heat and ignition
vapors in and/or surrounding the fan housing and ducts.

DISCUSSICNt

The fan blades have approximately 0.003 inches tolerance (clearan:e) between
tips and fan housing. Loose motor mounts or bad bearings could cause fan blade
wobble, tip rub and subsequent friction heat. Flzmnable vapors from cargo spills,
or 4ircraft fuel or hydraulic oil could be drawn through the environmental air
ducts. If these two conditions exist in the same time interval, an explosion and/or
fire could occur.

CON.LUSION:

A hazard can exist if fan fails in presence of flammable vapors.

PANEL RECOMMENDATTON: (Use back if necessary)

An operational procedure should be added to T.O. 1C-5A-1 to require emergency
depressurization to shut down underfloor fans if flammable vapors are present
or suspected.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARDS WORKSHE-,

WUC: 41 JAE DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 21
N06ANCLATURE: Wing isolation Valves

LOCATION: Forward Wing Beam ZAft section of Crew Compartment)
*IGNITION T 10

FLAMMABLE MATERIAL: Hydraulic Oil, pear box lubricant
STAT.MENT OF HAZARD:

Flammable fluids could leak or drip down onto the valve motor or bleed air ducts,
which are exposed.

DISCUSSIONt

The two wing isolation valves and valve motor assemblies on the incoming bleed
air ducts are mounted just above the floor in the environmental compartment.
Several hydraulic lines are mounted above the isolation valve& and could leak
or develop pin-hole leaks spraying hydraulic fluid onto either isolation valve.
Also, the leaking edge slat clutch-brake assembly is mounted directly above the
right hand isolation valve. This clutch-brake provides protection in this
area, when installed.

CONCLUSION:

The right hand wing isolation valve requires shielding to avoid contact with
the flammable fluid. The left hand valve is not as serious a hazard.

PANEL R1EOM1NDATION: (Use back if necessa•ry)
Provide a cover over the right hand isolation valve. HIP SANBM 74-0223 should
provide the required cover. This should be monitored until corrective action is
taken.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
HIP SANM 74-0223 to provide a fireproof, grease proof cover over R.I1. isolation
valve should reduce the hazard.
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARDS WOIKSHE~R

WUCI 14 JJB DA•TE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 22
NO•4ANC-LAYi SFlTat Proximity Cont B-ox

LOCATION: Fwd Bulkhead of Aft Troop Comp, inside wing rear beau area
IGNITION TEMPFRATURF. DUE TO NORM-OPERATION AOUNCTIM X
FLAMXABLE MATERTAL: Ilydrnulic fluid -

STATEMFNT OF HAZARD:

Overheating control box igniting leaking hydraulic fluid.

DISCUSSIONt

A shorting circuit card inside the proximity control box might overheat
to the ignition temp of hydraulic fluid. Actual temperature is unknown.
Control box is a sealed unit.

Control box is virtually isolated; however, a spray or mint of hydraulic
fluid might reach the unit. Such a leak would be easily detectable and
accessible for on-board fire fi-hting if ignited. This area will be
covered by FE1301 Halon fire suppressant when FSS is installed.

CONCLUSION:

FSS will adequately protect this are. Interim action not justified due to
low probability of ignition. Inspection of area will detect leak/fiza.

PANEL RFMO'EfNDATION: (Use back if necessary) W

A periodic inflight inspection of aft troop compartment and wing rear beam area
should be required on all missions.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OM7 FT.. IMIAR W0r5I r.T

lMIC: DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 23
V .... ,. .... azardous Areas

L0CAMO::Forward and Aft Under Floor Comartmonts F.S. 664-1262 F S. 1644-1964
ICG:IT•C.J TiY•E•.i ,''URJE U TO NvAL OPERAT IO' x YALFUNCT-• x
FLA BL-'..%3LT M:TERIAL: Hydraulic Oil, Cargo spills
STAT.?'-.:T OF HAZARD:,
Fire could occur as a result of flammables existing under the floor which would
be ignited by malfunctions in a variety of electric motors, bleed air equipment
or electronic components.

DISCUSSIOV.:

MAC hauls a wide variety of types of flammable cargo which spill and leak through
the cargo floor and pool between frames. in the under floor area. Hydraulic leaks
are common in these areas. This spillage and leakage may go undetected until
the next major inspection, thus the flammable liquid condition could exist for a
considerable time. If a malfunction or overheat condition would develop during
this same time frame, a fire could very easily result.. These under floor areas

-contain many components which could ovezheat. Each of these components are treated
as separate items in this study and most have a slim chance of overheating. However,
because of the large number dnd variety of these components, the chance that one
will overheat during the lifetime of the entire fleet is extremely high.

CONCLUSION:
The forward and aft under floor areas must be protected from the chsnce of fire.
The FSS will provide this protection, when installed.

PANEL RECOMMENDATION: (Use back if necessary)

1) An inspection requirement should be added to T.O. 1C-5A-I and 1C-5A-6 to ,
require inspection of the underfloor area when hydraulic fluid and/or flammable
cargo spills into cargo compartment. 2) T.O. 1C-SA-1 should be revised to
require a 781 entry any time hydraulic fluid and/or flammable cargo spills into
the cargo compartment. This entry wotild require inspection of the underfloor
area prior to next flight.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OPERATTONAL FIRE HAZARd3 WORKSIIE.

WUC: _DATE: 30 jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 24NXIANCLATUR: Fuel Tanks

LOCATION: Both wings
1'3NITION TE.PIEMATLME DUE TO "NOR1i OPERATION MALFUNCTION
FLAMMABLE MATERIAL: JP-4 -

STATMENT OF HAZARD:

Fire and explosion.

DISCUMSION=:

Leakage of fuel has been covered under other hczard areas. The tanks are
susceptible to fire and/or explosion from fuel being ignited by one of
several ignition sources. Some known ignition sources are lightning
strike, static discharge, electrical arcing, penetration of tank by hot
engine parts or incendiary gun fire and auto ignition fwm external fire.
Lightning proaf filler caps and improved component bondirig and wiring
installation practices have been incorporated in the C-5 fuel system.
The FSS will protect this area.

I - .

CONCLUSION: The C-SA has the latest technology designed into the fuel system to
reduce ignition sources, however, all ignition cannot be eliminated. The installa-
tion of the FSS cannot prevent fuel from burning which has leaked outside of a
fuel tank if an ignition source is present but it can prevent fire and explosion
inside the fuel tank regardless of ignition sources.

PANEL RFMOEOCNDATION. (Use back if necessary)

Continue with FSS installation.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)

ap0.
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARDS WORKSH ET!r

WUC: 41 TCA DATER: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 25
NOMANLAURE: MADAR Cool1g Fan

LOCATION: FS 470 .... ....... .... !

IGNITION TEMPERATURE DUE TO . .NOR OPERATION MALFUN•T IO•
FLAY.1ftBLE MATERIAL: JP-4
STAM.MN? OF HAZARD:

Electric motor could overheat or fan blade tips could rub on the fan housing r
generating heat which could ignite liquids or vapors.

DISCUSSION:

The electric motor is explosion proof and protected from overheat by both
circuit breaker and internal thermal protection. Fan blade assemblies

could work lcose on their shaft or bearings could fail, allowing blade

tip rubbing action which would generate heat.

CONCLUSION:

The amount of airflow around the motor/fan assembly is sufficient to preclude
auto ignition of JP-4 vapors.

PANEL RFMOMENDATION: (Use back if necessary)

None

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)

N/A
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OPERATTONAl, FIRE HAZARDS WOR,'SIIETP

WUCI I1WFZ DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NC, 26
NOA C-W- : Radome and Compartment

LO;ATION: Aircraft Nose
IGNITION TE.MPERATURE TO - NORYLIL OP;RATION AUI 14X
FLAMMABLE MATERITAL: Wiring Insulation - -

STATEM",N OF HAZARD:

Fire in the radome and radome compartment.

DISCUSSION

The radome compartment contains numerous high power electronic systems but
the .only combustible available in the compartment to sustain an electricl
or lightning strike fire is wiring insulation. The electrical/electronic
systems have circuit protection and system malfunction indicators are
installed. Any man-induced fuel should be discovered prior to flight.

CONCLUSION:

The radome is not considered to bq a fire zone.

PANEL RFrO ME-DATION: (Usa back if necessary)

None

REPLY/STATUS, (Use back if necessary)

N/A
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OPERATtONAL FIRF HAZARDS WORKSH'I

WC: 44DOO DAT Fa 30 Jan 1975 l•AZARD NO: 27
NOMANC-AT : 5Li htin, ' tem

LO ATIOU: Carso ___' ._ .. .. .. ..__..

FLUMMULE MATEIUAL: fydrinulic Fluid/O.tygcn
STATF- NT OF1 HAZARD:

Cargo lighting system igniting a combustible.

DISCUSSTI0J:

A review was conducted of the following lighting components in the c&rgo

bay;. Dome lights, loading lights, curb lights, and curb light transformers.
The normal face plate temperature is below 200F. A mal function could
occur that could cause electrical arcing, but the components and wiring
located where little combustible material is available. -Area is currently
protected by smoke detection system, and the FSS is to be installed.
The area is accessible for use of on-board fire fighting equipment.

CO?9CTSIMON,

These lights do not represent a significant source of ignition.

PANEL RFMOMEfDATION: (Use back if neces'sary)

None

REPLY/STATUSt (Use back if necessary)

N/A
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OPERAT-ONAL FMRE HAZMRT)S WORS'4r-.'.

WUCI 44cYc DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 28
NO.1 ANflCLATUiE: llayioft/empcnnage lights and transformers

LOCATION: ilayloft/vertical stabilizers
IGNITMON TFf217iZ•i(ATU jI "UE TO ETOIA ERATION KAYUXT'I&
FLAMMA=B MATERIAL: Hydraulic fluid
STAT7.MEN? OF HAZARD:

Possibility of hayloft/empennagc lights/transformers igniting & combustible.

DISCUSSION•

The hayloft/empennage lights installation was rev-ewed and little chance
wAs seen for hydraulic fluid to be available if a malfunction of the
light or wiring occurred. The two transformers located on either side
of the empennage access ladder could be in the path of hydraulic fluid
leakers above them. The operating temperature of the transformers is
approximately 285'F and malfunction temperature approximately 400"F.
Adequate ventilation is available during flight to prevent ignition.

COMCUSION:

Little hazard is exrected in this area.

PANEL RMOMDATIO.l: (Use back if necessary)

None

REPLY/STATUS, (Use back if necessary)

W/A
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARDS WORKS1?EjV

WtJCt 7lCMF/66600 DATM• 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 29
NO'VPCLATU.Rq: Loran Ant. Coupler and CDPIR

LOCATION: Horizontal Stabilizer (See Discussion) ......
IGNITION TFEMPERATE DUE TO - NO-VLL OFF, N may o:( IX -

FLAIMXLE MATERIAL: Hydraulic Oil
STATEM'NT OF HAZARD:

Malfunction of printed circuit may generate enough heat to ignite hydraulic
oil mist.

DISCUSSIONs

Tie Loran Antenna Coupler is located in the .nose bullet of the horizontal
stabilizer center body and could be hit by a spray of hydraulic oil from a
failure of the pitch trim hydraulic system. The overheat temperature is
unknown but it would only occur for a few seconds and would have to happen
at the sa-ie time that the hydraulic system malfunction occurred. This area
is well vented and it is unlikely that the hydraulic oil temperature could
be raised to the fire point.

The CDPIR is in the upper surface of the afterbody of the horizontal
stabilizer centerbody. The components of this unit are housed in an
enclosed airfoil which is in turn shielded from the open compartment which
is well vented. It is unlikely that oil mist could get to the
electrical/electronic components.

CONCLUSION:

The likelihood of a hazard existing in this area is very low.

PANEL RM•O?'a'ENDATIOM (Use back if necassary)

None

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)

N/A
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OPERATONAL FTR)X HAZARDS WOIKSII.T

N WUC: 61A4Ir _. DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 30
NWANCLATUEi: H. F, Transintter

LOCATION: Approximately FITS STA 2500_a upper portion of c =yrtmant
IGNITION T•Pr3UA7WLE DU1 TO - OPFRAION ---- AL•UNTO X
FLAMAXBLE XATERIAL: -iydraulic oil
STATEMN'NT OF HAZARD:
Electrical ARC from antenna feed through or overheat from couplifier

unit could possibly ignite a combustible.

DTSCUSSIOI't

Leakage of hydraulic oil from a failure in the pitch trim actuator
system could run down the leading edge of the vertical stabilizer into
the area where the antenna leads go to the couplifier unit. The
couplifier unit is below the deck so that it is improbable that oil
would get in contact with the unit. There is no source cf heat in the
antenna compartment to elevate the temperature of the oil to the fire
point where an arc could ignite it.

CONCLSTIONs

The probability of a hazard existing in this area is very low.

PANEL RMOMMMAT.ON: (Use back if necessar')

None.

REPLY/STATUS, (Use back if necessary)

N/A
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARDS WORKSH!{

WUC: 13LAE/13LCE DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 31
NOmANCLATUfE: MLGfNLG Wheel Bearings

LOCATION: Wheel Wells
IGNITION1 T-IPERIATURE: DUE TO NORMAL- OPERATION MALFUh•TiOY•
FLANXMBLE MATERTAL: Ilyd fluid/rubber/grease -
STATEMFNT OF HAZARD:-

Overheating due to failed bearings might ignite hyd fluid, grease, or tires.

DISCUSSION:

Failed bearings are known to have a potential for overheating in failure.
On landing, such overheating can be detected and combatted adequately.

In flight, such significant overheating of MLG bearings should be detected
by current MAC directed inspections. NLG bearing problems should be
detectable during taxi operations before reaching excessive temp.
Installation of the FSS will provide adequate detection/fire fighting
capability.

No significant failure problems have been encountered on either NLG or
KLG bearings.

CONCLUSION: A known failure mode has the potential to produce ignition
temperatures in NLG or MLG wheel bearings; however, such failures are not
documented as a C-5 problem.

FSS detection will detect any such fire, once installc-d.
PANEL RW2O,{ DATION: (Use back if necessary)

None

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)

N/A
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OTZRATIO1AL FIRE HAZARDS WORkSHET?

WIJC: 13ROO/13J00 DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 32
NO"IA}I TRE: NLG ExtendlRetract!Ktcel System_

LOCATION: NLG Wheel WellIGNITIONJ T FRIP ER.ýITT UR FDO-E-T NORMJAL" OPE'RAT ION R4•UM•T10.1 X"
FLA•£MABLE M•LTERIAL, , Hydraulic fluid --
STATMF.UT OF HAZARD:-.

Overheating KLG components igniting hydraulic fluid.

DISCUSSION:

No components in this system were found to be strong potential ignition aources.
Short, intermittent actuation cycles on most components keep temps low.
One electric motor is actuated only for emergency extension; another (kneel motor)
only for ground operations; a third (gear box shift motor) has been shown to
completely stall without reaching ignition temp. o

CONCLUSIOMl

NLG extend/retract/kneel components do not represent probable ignition sources.

PANM RMfO.T.ITNDATION: (Use back if necessary)

None

REPLY/STATUSt (Use back if necessary)

N/A
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARDS WO RKSHE5T

WUC: DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 33
NOMtANCLATURF: NL or Actuation System Components

LOCATOI'0: MLG Wheel Well
IGNITION TF.XPERATbRE DUE TO NORML OPERATION RA•U=T1ON X
FLAI.MV\MLE MATERIAL: Hydraulic Fluid
8TATF7.1T OF. HAZARD:-

Overheating components igniting hydraulic fluid.

DISCUSSION:

No components in this system were thought to be strong potential ignition
sources. Short, intermittent activation cycles on most keep temp low.
The door drive electric motors are used only for emergency extension and
are circuit breaker protected.

The FSS will cover this area with zone fire fighting when installed.

CONCLUSION: The probability of the NLG door actuation components being ignition
sources is low. Interim action before FSS installation is not Justified due
to low ignition pr¢,hability.

PANEL RFMO.{2NDATION: (Use back if necessary)

None

REFLY/STATUS: (Use back if nece3sary)

N/A
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•V VC 13GEU/13GEW DATE,: 30 Jan 197.5 HAZARD NO: 34NOANCL, ATU.•JI i! Position Trans'itte7 & Crosswind Transducer (DLVU)

-LOCATION: HL Whecl Wells
IGNITION TV.1ERATUF." TO NORŽýAI OPERATION __ MALFUINTIoNx X
FLAW\BL, MATERIAL: .Iyd Fluid
STATF•EN'T OF HAZARD:-

Overheated position transmitter or LVDT igniting leaking hyd fluid.

DISCUSSION:

The position transmitter and LVDT are both circuit breaker protected,
and are enclosed in a large heat sink that would dissipate heat.

LVDT would be utilized only for short periods of time for landing or
taking off. The units will be protected by the FSS. -

CONCLUSION:

Position transmitter and LVDT do not present a aIgnificant ignition source.

PANEL RCOMi'EONDATION. (Use back if necessary)

None.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)

N/A
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARDS WORIKSHE•T

WUC: 13 HOO DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 35

NO,%ANCLATU:EE: MIG Hyd Kneeling System

LOCATION: MLG Wheel Wells
IGNITION TEMPERATURE DUE TO NORI.LAL OPERATION -MALFUICTION X
FLAMMABLE MATERIAL: Hydraulic fluids•
STATE•mNT OF' HAZARD:

Overheated kneeling system components igniting hydraulic fluid.

DISCUSSION:

Kneeling system components would be operated in flight only in an emergency.

Normal operation is on the ground.

Detection and fire fighting on the ground is considered 4dequate.

This area will be protected by the FSS.

CONCLUSION:

The hydraulic kneeling system does not represent a significant ource of

ignition.

PANEL RMMO•E,1X4DATION: (Use back if necessary)

None

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)

N/A
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OPERATIONAL FIRS HAZARDS WORKSHE--,T

WUC: Various WUC's DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 36
NO1ANC ATUI: Landlng Grea-requence Con1rol Panels

LOCATION: NLC-KI iWc Cgo Comp. ML•-KL G LfC. •ie S Lt L ut Of Cu-Cul.L.
IONITIOJ TFýUIRATIRE DUE TO NORMALJ OPERATION _UALFUICTIO4 x
FLANXABL• MATERIAL: Hvd Fluid -

STATEMENT OF HAZARD:

Overheating sequence control panel igniting leaking hyd fluid.

DISCUSSION:

A landing gear sequence control panel might overheat to ignition temperature
of hyd fluid due to a shorted circuit card. Actual temp is unknown.

Panels are sufficiently sealed to prevent hyd fluid from dripping/running
onto it from above. A spray or mist of hyd fluid might reach it from the
front, but buch a leak would be readily detectable.

This area will be covered by FE1301,'Halon fire suppressant. Any fire
would be readily detectable and accessible for on-board fire fighting.

CONCLUSION:
FSS will adequately protect this area. Interim action not Justified due to
negligible probability of ignition,

PANEL RFMOMMENDATION: (Use back if necessary)

None

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)

N/A
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OPERATTONAL FIRE HAZARDS WOR.'SHEqT

VIJC: N/A DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 37
NO110N1LATUf : C AFT M.L.G. Fairings

LOCATION: i.!G FaLings Aft of Wheel Well, Inb'd & Aft or APU Compartz-Fnt
IMNITIOI TThSTeiiE DUE TO NOR11L OPERATION MALFUNCTIO-N-X
FLAIMABLE PrE?'AI: Hydraulic Oil -
STATEMENT OF hAztAJRD:

Hot air ductse siutoff valve or APU exhaust could ignite hydraulic oil.

DISCUSSION:

The supply, case drain and pressure lines from the ATM driven pump pass through
this compartment. A leak fcom one of these lines could spray on the hot air ducts
of val,,e. Hazard No. 53 covers the ig-ition hazard of hot air ducts and Hazard
No. 56 covers the ignition hazard of the S.O. valve. There is no direct line
of sight from the hydraulic lines to the APU exhaust duct, therefore the
likelihood of getting hydraulic oil on the duct is very low. The duct
is insulated such that the surface should not exceed 5000F. This area will
not be protected by the F.S.S.

CONCLUSION:

The likelihood of a fire hazard existing in this compartment is very low.

PATEL RMWO?.IMDATION: (-Use back if necessary)

None

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)

N/A
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARDS WORKSH1IT

WUC: N/A DATE: 30 Jan 1975 V'AZARD NO: 38
NOMANCLATUIE: Unprotected Area

LOCATION: Left & Right of Nose Landing Gear Area F.S.: 524-bb4
IGNITION TFKERATUiRE DUE TO NORMIQL OPERATION MALFUCTIOUN-•X-
FLAMMABLE MATERIAL: Hydraulic Fluid
STATEFMNT OF HP ZARD: --

Leaking hydraulic fluid could puddle in these two areas, and c':cate

potential fire hazard.

DISCUSSION:

Compavtments on either side of the nose landing gear well are enc':'sed
and separated by an underfloor structural cross member tro.a tie rcm-.in-ier
of the forward underfloor area. Inspection access to these areas is
limfted to removal of the floor pancls. Detection of a fire in either of
these areas would be d4.fficult, particularly because the Fire Supprassion
System will not extend into these unp:essurized areas. Thereare no ign-.tion
sources in this area.

CONCLUSION:

This area is not considered to be a fire zone.

PAWEL RCOMMNDATION: (Use back if necessary)

None

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)

N/A
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OPrFRATTONAL FTRFE )IAARflS WOflK`I'-'J.T

IW tC: Vnrious W'TC's DATFs 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 39
Wa .C0!.1itd Sh'~toff Vnilv4'q in Aileron, J.IiR,77&dr-&

LOAT1OI: Aft wir beinm? horiz and vert stab rc r"FUCOWS
IONITIM~TTir~.U{~Di
FLAV'MILF, MATF1ITALt __ TitiJId -.

STAT?..NT OP, YA'--AARDs

Hydraulic leakage or spray from pin hole in lines with electrical

wires in ua:e arta could produce fire.

DTSCUSSIMIN

Flight control hyd shutoff valves are electric motor operated to the open

position during flight. These motors are enclosed and protected by

circuit breakers. Power is applied during flight to open valves. These

electr5cal wires are so located that probability of shorted wire igniting a

hyd fluid leak is very low becaune airflow in these areas is enough that

circuit bresk.,rs would pop before sufficient heat could be generated to

ignite hyd fluid.

COMLUSTION:

"Hydraulic shutoff valves in these ventilated areas do not represent a

significant source of ignition.

PANEL RM1O MIDATIONs (Use back if necessary)'

None

RMPLY/STATUSt (Use back if necessary)

N/A
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OTYR ATTONA. VT R'ý IA ZARTM vorKS1( T

WCIt )4 Arr 52A.T DATF: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 40
KavAl.ýCLTU:',*Ai'l-erii/Spoiler Cable S-ro & Aileron/Spoiler AutopiloE Servo

LOCATION: Cent.,r Winq. Rear B'own

FLY%*M3Lr .MA'TERILL _11'dr.ulics
STATFýN"" C? VCATAC ):

Motors burn out, overheat, and ignite hydraulic fluid.

DISCUSSIONt

Motors are sealed units, explosion proof, and protected with circuit breakers.
With this protectioua they will not reach sufficient temperature to ignite
h~dfavtic fluid. Area will be protected by FSS.

CONtLUSTON:

Motors are adequately protected. Low probability of Ignition.

PANEL RYOY.NDATTON: (Use back if necessary)

None

REPLYfSTATsU (Use back if necessary) •

N/A
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OPFRATIONAL FTRX. HAZARDS WORKShET,
* 14LCJ/14LCL

WUC, 14JI`V/J14JV_ _ DATR, 30 Jan 1975 RA.UD NO: 41
NHANC'LATJIAE~ _. .lt/F1.~n Asyrnctry Brakes-

LOCATIOJ: Out'r Wing Frent/pear Bcxsa

FLA•ITLE MATERTAL: Jp-4 -

STATM"NT OF HAZARDs

Solenoids overheat and ignite leaking fuel.

DISCUSSIO:I

Solenoids are energized only during slat/flap operation when an

asymmetrical condition occurs, a condition which will be detected and

corrected. Limited time of operation and circuit bLeaker protection would

prevent units reaching high temperature. JP-4 would not be likely to

collect in flap area because of venting. Slat area is vdnted and subjected

only to fuel tank leakage through the front beam.

CONCLUSTON:

Solenoids are adequately protected. Low probability of ignition.

PANEL RMOKOMNATTO"I: (Use back if necessary)

None

REPLY/STATIUSt (Uso back if necessary)

N/A
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I
OPFTRATTONAL FTRE H!A•ZMRfl WORKSIHE1?

WUCS Various WUC's DAT E: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 42
NCE-KrLATU.1: Spoiler Servo and Actuators, Aileron Servo Assy, Aileron Trim
.Agt gr- d/ Aileron/Spnilt'r Mixer Ratio Shift Actuator
LOCATION: Outer Winr Rear Beam
IGNITIO'i TFJ !5.1ATUJf DUE T-f NOR.AL OPERAT'ON ' ' MALC• ' x-
FLAKMIABLE FATFITAL: Ii ydraulic, JP-4
STATEME.NT OF HAZAARD.

Electric components overheat and ignite hydraulic fluid or JP-4.

DISCU&SION.:

Vnits contain motor operated shut-off valves, pressure switches, electro-
hydraulic valves, LVDT's, and solenoids. Most of thesq components operate
for short periods of time. All are protected with circuit breakers. Motors
are explosion proof. Area on wing is well vented and at low temperature
in flight. Vapors could collect on the ground but units would be generated
only for short periods.

CONCLUST0Ns

The electrical components are adequately protected. Low probability of ignition.

PAMEL RFMO',MMNDATION: (Use back if necessary)

None

REPLY/STATUS, (Use back if necessary)

N/A
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OPERATIONAL rTIR HAZARDS WORKSHE--,r

WUC: 52As- DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO; 43
X M tO -A %NL-'-vator Sr'vo anriaIevato--PAC Servo

LOC.ATION: HorizontaLSta'BUIizer Mear Main
FLAMIA3LRF MATFRIALs _ Hy .,-

STAT•MNT OF HAZARDt

Electric components overheat and ignito leaking hydraulic fluid.

DISCUSSION:

Electric components include motor operated shutoff valves, pressure
switches, electro-hydraulic valves, solenoids, linear variable
displacement transducer (LVDTs). Some components are used only Intermittently.
All have circuit breaker protection. Locations are in area of high air
flow except during ground operation during which operation would be of
short duration. o

CONCLUSION:
Electrical components are adequately protected. Possibility of heating
hydraulic fluid is limited. Probability of ignition is low.

PANEL RFMO.nr•IDATI0O1, (Use back if necessary)

None

,REMLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)

N/A
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om. %TrO.%4tL FIR-, HAZARDS WOMIMSHTr

W."CI 14CAJ_ DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HALMRD NO: 44
,NO•tlNCLA-I: Pitch Trim Actuator

LOCATION: In Toj of Vertical Stabilizer
IGNlITIG TTFRA71,0VE auT h0qR:ZA bjU-O-, O i
FLOMAr3IL .%ATFRTAL. Hydraulic
$TATFW1,t"T C? HAZARD:

Electric components fall, overheat, and ignite hydraulic fluid.

DTSCITsO,;:t

Electrical corponents are solenoids. All have circuit breaker protection.
Units should not overheat to temperature necessary to ignite hydraulic fluid.

COMMCUSIO~J:

Electrical units are adequately protected. Probability of ignition is limited.

PA M* RFMOME?"DAO?,1: (Use back if necessary)

None

REPLY/SATUSt (Use back if nocossar7)

N/A

/
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARTS WO1KSIUEF..T

VUC: .YoT sWo C'S DAT E: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 45
NOMANCLA;E:__udder Servo Assemblties, Rudder Trim Actuator, Rudd"er

LOCATION": Vertical rtabilizer Rear Be=. .

FLAA MLM MATERIALs Hydraulic
STATF-1-Mi= T OF HAZARD:

Electric components fail, overheat, and ignite leaking hydraulic fluid.

DTSCUSS IO,:t

Electric components include motor operated shutoff valves, pressure switches,
electrohydraulic valves, LVDT's and solenoids. Most units are used
intermittently for short duration. All have circuit breaker protection.
Units are located in area of high air flow during flight. On the grcund,
units would be energized for short period of time.

CONCLUSION:

Electrical units are adequately protected. Limited probability of ignition.

PANEL R KO.-.UTEDATION: (Use back if necessary)

* None

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)

N/A
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OPFR ATTONIAL FT !V' 11A7.AlRM WDOtKSIRI -M

VVCi 14LCD/14JCS DATM: 30 Jan 1975 H.ZA.U" NO: 46
NOMAKJCY.-ATUL Slat Clutch/Brake Assy & Slat Dgcoupler1,r

LOCATCIO,: Center Wij_. Frnt ;cnm Cnntf. in AT Beam
IoGrcIToa TFY XiATU*N LRI TO NUi0AL OPE:RATIO3 MkFUCIN~
FLAWMABLE MATERTAL ' Hydrnulic fluid
STATF.•.EX," OF HAZARD:
Component overheats doe to malfunction and ignites leaking hydraulic fluid.

DS3CTJSSI081.
U6-;ts ire on for limited duration but solenoids in clutch/brake are energized
cuntinuously. Unit has circuit breaker protection. Solenoids ahould not
fit hot enough to tgnito hydraulic fluid. Area will be protected by FSS.

Decoupler bearings could fail, get hot and ignite hydraulic fluid leaking
from adjacent installations. No cases of this in service. Rotational
speed is low (1600 rpm) and duration of operation (less than 1 minute) would
be too short a time to permit sufficient temperature generation. Area
will be protected by FSS.

CONCLUSION:
Probability of ignition is extremely low.

PANEL RMO .?NDATION: (Use back if neceeasaz)

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necesssur)

N/A
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OPeRATTONAL FTfM HIAZARMM WOR:TS11 F7'M

WtC: 52AE DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 47
.. (ANOL-ATgi:i: Elev. Autopilot Servo & VFU

LOCVATIO'N Cargo coinpartment ceiling under co-pilot
IGNITIf , Tr.i.zKFATUiR, DUS TO 10MAL OPERATION AL=TIW X
FLAVMABL?, HATERIAL: hydraulcs-
STATM.•FNT OF HAZARD:
Component overheats due to ial function and ignites leaking hydraulic fluid.

D7SCUSSIO.•Iz
The elevator autopilot servo and the variable feel unit both have electric
motors. The motors are explosioa proof and have circuit breaker protection.
Experience has been that the failed motors would not reach temperatures
sufficient to ignite hydratlic fluid before opening the circuit breaker.

The VFU also contains prescure switches but these cannot overheat to
ignite hydraulic fluid. Area wi). be protected by FSS ins'tallations.

CONCLUSION:

The motors are adequately protected.

pANeL R^OnOr•DATIO: (Use back if necessary)

None

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
NiA
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OPERATIONAL FIRE. HAZARDS WOR.'(SIIvT

lVJC: Various WUCs DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 48
N0'4N7TU.E otor Dri~venI Hydraulic Valve .....

LOCATIO5" Eq&1ne and ATM Hyd Suction Lines
IGNITION TF. PiRATUIR DUE TO NORMAL OPFRATION ..... F NCl'I• X -
FLAOLKIBLE MATERTAL: Hlydraulic Fluid/JP-4 -

STATFýM•ET OF HAZARD:
Overheating electric drive motor igniting leaking hyd fluid or JP-4.

DISCUSSIONs
A dual failure of (1) electric drive motor on the motor driven valve and
(2) a hydraulic or JP-4 leak in the same area might result in a fire.

Motors are explosion proof and are circuit breaker protected on input
side. Experience has been that these motors open the circuit breakers
or burn out quickly enough that extensive external heat is not generated.

Vil

4

"\ ~CONaCLUSIO!N:
SMotors are adequately protected. Low probability of Ignition.

PANEL RMOOOCENDATION: (Use back if necessary)
None

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
N/A
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OPFRATTONAL FIIM. IfAZARf.S WORS.I .,T

W''C:45AEB/CEB/EE3/GEBDATE-: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 49
NO{MANCLATUR: Hydraulic Boost Pumps

LOCATION: HydService Center
IGNITION TVýRPERATU*E DUE TO NORMAL OPRAION MAURCTO -x
"FLA121ABLE MATERIAL: Hydraulic Fluid -

K :STATFMNT OF HAZARD:

Hydraulic pump malfunction and overheat igniting hyd. fluid.

DISCUSSION:.',

Pump failures have not generated sufficient temp. to ignite hyd. fluid.

If a fire were to develop, early detection is most likely and the fire would
be easily accessible for fire fighting purposes. Area will be protected
by the FSS.

"/

/"

CONMLUSIONM
This condition is not a critical fire hazard.

PANEL RElMOMENDATION: (Use back if necessary)
None

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
N/A
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OPERATTONAI. FTRF HAZARDS WORKSH MT

WUC: 45AEC/CEC DATE: 30 Jan 17 HAZARD NO: 50
NO.ANCLATU.f : Electric Suction Boost Pump

LOCATION: #1 & #4 Hydraulic Service Center
IGNITION TMPIERATURE DUE; TO NORMAV OPERATION _ MXFUNCTTONX-
FLAMB'ATLE MATERTAL: Hydraulic fluid
STATF,.X.ET OF HAZARD:
Electrical Boost pump failure could ignite hyd. fluid.

DISCUSSION:
The pump is protected with circuit breakers. The pump has no known
history of fire in the C-130, 141, and C-5 aircraft.

The probability of overheat to sufficient temperature to ignite
hydrdulic fluid is low. If a fire started, early detection would
be likely, and the fire would be easily accessible for fire fighting
purposes. FSS will protect this area.

CONCLUSION'
"This condition is not a critical fire hazard.

PANEL RFMONDATION: (Use back if necessary)

None.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)

N/~A
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARDS WORKSHEET

1UTC: 45LE- DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 51
NOMANCLATURE: Ram Air Turbine (RAT) Assy

LOCATION.: RAT Compartment (LMH wd L_)
IGNITION TFIPERAXURE DUE TO NOR!MAL OFERATION __ MALFIWCTION X
FLAM•ABLE MATERIAL: flvd f1 uld
STATNT OF HAZARD:
Hydraulic fluid leakage or spray from a pin hole in line white unit is
retracted in compartment, or hyd pressure reverse flow driving pump.

DISCUSSION:
The possibility exists of driving the RAT pump in reverse from NR2 hyd
system pressure while unit retracted ia compartment. Before byd pressure
can be generated to reverse drive the pump, a Fpessure line check valve,
control regulator valve, and return system solenoid/manual valve must
be activated. If this sequence occurred, the RAT -,ould extend. If
reverse flow drove the RAT backwarda, while extended in the airstream
which would try to drive the RAT forward, the RAT would overheat and/or
rupture hydraulic lines. There is no electrical power in the area:
extend switch is ground only.

CONCLUSION:
Reverse drive of RAT pump is not probable due to the multiple failure
modes involved.

PANEL RMO-MENDATION: (Use back if necessary)
None

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
N/A
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OPERATTONAL FIRE HAZARDS WOIIKSIHE-T

WUC: 41APC DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 52
NOMANCLATURE: Cargo Compartment Recirculating Fan

LOCATION: Wing Front Beam F.S. 1107
IGNITION TEMfPERATURE DUE TO NORMAL OPERUTION _MALFUh1TION X -
FLAMMABLE MATERIAL: Hydraulic Oil, JP-4 vapors
STATERMNNT OF HAZARD:
Electric motor could overheat or fan ulade tips could rub on fan housing
generating heat which could ignite liquids or vapors.

DISCUSSION:
The electric motor is explosion proof and protected from overheat by
both circuit breaker and internal thermal protecion. Fan and motor could
come loose in its mountq, allowing blade tip rubbing acticn which would
generate heat.

Hydraulic oil from above fan could spray/drip onto overheated fan.

The installation will be adequately covered by the Halon 1301 FSS,
when installed.

CONWLUSION:
The motor is adequately protected. The fan tip rubbing will drag motor
rpm down, increasing amperage which will blow circuit breaker or internal.
thermal protection.

PANEL RJ•MOENDATION: (Use back if necessary)
None

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
N/AI
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OPERATTONAL FITRE HAZARDS WO.qCSh1rr
WUCt y•r jis C DATE: 30 mn 1975 HAZARD NO: 53

NaXANCLATUAZ: 1ot Air Bejed 1ucts. ..

LOATIOM: Sen DISCUSSNON
IGITTTCN TOh;AUR U'
FLAIT-MLE MATERTAL: H•draulic oil/JP-4
STAT;T,1T Or IMAZMPD
Ignition of flammable material by hot surface of ducts or leakage of hot air.

DISCUSS IONt

The hot air bleed ducts run from the engine na .elles up the pylon leading
edge and from outboard pylons in the wing leadLng edges to the fuselage an6
across the fuselage forward of the wing front beam. Also a line runs from
the L. H. APU compartment across under'loor to the R. H. APU and upward into
the cargo ccmpartment where it runs along the R. H. cargo wall forward to
the wing front beam station and thence upward to tie into the cross ship duct
in the environmental compartment. It takes a double failure, pressure aug.
valve and pylon S. 0. valve, for the air !n this duct to reach a temperature
above 600'F (APU Max. temp 540*F) and both or these failures are detectable.
All of the ducts and connectors are insulated to surface temperature below
400°F. All of the mechanical connections of these ducts have overhcet
uetectors set at 310°F to warn if there is excessive leakage.

There was no ignition obtained in tests conducted at Lockheed where hydraulic
oil was exposed to bare ducts, on insulation, under insulation and soaked on
frayed insulation, even though the temperature of the air in the ducts exceeded
the P.-rmal max (600*F). Reference Appendix D.

CONCLUSO•1:

The likelihood of hot air ducts on the C-5 being a fire hazard is very low.

PANEL RMfOMX?•NDATIO,: (Use back if necessary)

None

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back If necessary)

N/A
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OPERATTO,'ATo FTRF . HAZARDS WORKSHF.T

WUC: . 4AT DATE: 36 jan 1975 HAZARD NO: _

N'%A2ECLATt.'UL: Ttrbin driven tnnIlln fan .

OCATION: .dIJnf P f. 1q, qIONITIO!1 TL•P:,V ~rUE 'T-----h O.C.ILZI'-ix':&14AON •'' • 0

FLAWX'X.L.-' YATFRTAL: Hydraulic oil
STAT,4FNT OF HAWARD:

Tip rub of fan could heat external surfaces to a point it would ignite
hydraulic oil.

TuSCtJSSTCOt

Thib fan is powered by a hot air tip driven turbine which exhausts
overboard through a duct and is operated to provide cooling air for the
primary and secondary heat exchangers at speeds below .3MACH No. The unit
is located in a sealed plenum which would have to have a massive structural
failure to allow hydraulic oil t; come in contact wi.th the unit. There
are hydraulic lines in the wing leading edge a~c of the plenum. Failure of
the plenum would be detectable as an air conditioning overheat and the
hydraulic failure would result in a systerd fluid loss.

COTCLUSIMON

The likelihood of a hazard existing in this area is very low.

PANEL RMMOM N:DATIO,: (Use back if necessary)
None

REPLY/STATUS** (Use back if necessary)

N/A
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OPERATTONAL FTF. HAZARDS WOr:1SiR:'-r

WUC1 4lAWF DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 5,
!NC-ATUf : Cooling Turbine

LOCATION: On side walls of environmentaW compartment

FIAMBLE XITERTALi Hydrau]ic Oil
STAT--eT. OF HAZARDi-
The hot surfaces of the unit could ignite hydraulic oil.

DISCUSSTON:
Tlhe hydraulic lines coming :ihto the compartment frmw the wving leading edges
turn aft under the wing box immediately and are shielded from the turbine
units by cargo air conditioning distribution ducts. There is however a
direct line of sight from the hydraulic lines attaching to the slat gear
box to both L.H. and R.H. units. The L.H. unit is approximately 8 ft from the
gear box and the R.H. unit is about 5 ft away. The normal max operating
surface temperature of the unit is below 600°F; however, if the unit
is allowed to operate at overspeed/overtemp for an extended length of time
(30 min) the compressor scroll could reach a temperature exceeding 700*F.
The unit is designed to preclude continued operation at an overtemp condition
by fusing the turbine wheel where it will fail in a trn-hub burst at 75,000
rpm. Containment of this failure has been demonstrated. Failed bearings
could result in wheel tip'rub on either the turbine or compressor scrolls
and a prolonged operation with this failure could result in surface temperatures
up to 1300'F. Failures of this type would normally be prevented by a prior
trn-hub burst of the turbine wheel.

The area will be protected by FSS.

CONCLUSIONt
Due to the separating distance between the source of hydraulic oil and the
units and the low probability of the surface temperatures of the units
reaching an ignition temperature, the likelihood of these units being a fire
hazard is very low.

PANEL R•OMENDATION: (Use back if necessary)
None

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
N/A
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARDS WORKSIMlEr,

WUC: Various WtCW's DATF,: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO% 56
K CLAX- 6:- noror Driven EnvironmentaI ontrol Valves

LOCATIOn,': Varfous Locations
IGNITIONIT1 zA jh; DUfd 11611175 OPEn iN __ AyurT~
FLATIM\X•LP MAATER!TAL. _j-wdraulie fJ uid/JP-4
STATFM•MT 0? hAZARD:

Electric motors could fail internally, overheat and ignite leaking hydraulic
fluid or JP-4.

p zscu~ssT0

The motors which operate the environmental control system control valves could
fail due to bearing failure or a short circuit. The motors could also
fail to stop running due to a malfunctioning limit switch, in which case
the motor would stall out, drawing excessive current. The overheatLed
motor could vaporize combustible fluids, igniting the fuel/air vapors.
However, these electric motors are explosion proof, pr6tected by circuit
breakers, and contain an internal thermal sensor. The overheat condition
would only exist until the internal thermal protective device or the
circuit breaker opens.

CON1CLUSION:

Electric motors are adequately protected from a continuous overheat condition.

PA EL RFEO M0 DAT.IO: (Use back if necessary)

None.

RF.PLY/STATUSt (Use back, if necessary)

N/A
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARf'S WOR.SHnHt
WC: 41 CEA/GgEB DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 57

""OCLAUHr.•: pressurization Outflow Valves

LOCATION: Rt Aft Co Comp
IGNITION4 DU O OI R -0- K'L~TC
"F .•FArABLL IVATERIALD Hvd pluld ..,., -

SZATFýK'-N1' OF H~AZAR~D:

Overheated motor igniting hyd spray or mist.

DISCU3SIO111i

Failure of a motor might cause motor overheating to ignition temp. Hyd fluid

spray or mist might reach the unit; however, such a leak is easily detectable.

Motor is explosion proof and protected by circuit breakers on the input

side. Motor is enclosed and isolatei. Overheating is not expected to

raise external temp. to ignition temp. ,

"This area will be covered by FE1301 Halon fire suppressant when FSS installed.

CON1LUSIO!:

Motor is adequately prot,.cted. F'.S will adequately protect this area.
Interim action not Justified due to low probability of ignition.

PANEL RFO•O,.-DATIO,: (Use back if necessary)

None

R...PPLY/STATU3t (Use back' if necessary)

NIA
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OPERATTOJAL FIRF HIAZARD3 W"'RKSTInh '

WUC: Various WLC's DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HARD NO: 58
N•,AC-iL-ATU:h;: hr Drive Due) Strut o. valve

LOCATIO.I: Wing Aft Boaat/ Wing RooL 7 Dry Bsay" I~ ~ ~~ ~~ON T T I C • T a ; .{ V U { : ° 'L F ' 6• i.N, O ]• A T O A F h " • " X -
FLAMflBLE MTERTAL: YP-4 . -
STATM.:%NT OF MAARDi -.

Electric motors could fall internally, overheat and ignite leaking fuel.

DISCUSSION,

The motors which drive fuel valves open and closed could fail dite to bearing
failure or a short circuit. This could cause the motor to overheat,
vaporizt-g fuel and igniting the flammable vapors. However, these motors
are expl, )ion proof, protected by circuit breakers, and contain an internal
thermal sensor. The overheat condition would exist unt11 the internal
protective device opens or circuit breaker trips. The wing root dry bay
will be covered by FSS.

COflCLUSIO?1:

Electric motors are adequately protected from a continuous overheat condition.

PAIL RFM0k1E:JDATION: (Use back if necessary)

None

REPLY/STATUSr (Use back, if necessary)

N/A
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OPERATIONAL FIRE HAZARUS WORKSHE%,

UUC: 46HAE DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HRZARD NO: 59
" .... N•%LAT*Z.-: SPR Drain Line Pumps

LOCATIO0?.:. Forward M.L.G. FairIng
• I•,N~10ITIM. T R I E.AUME DUTO NO RZ OPERATO AF- 6

S/ ~FLAXYMABLE MATERLIL: .jr-./j/vdraulle oil "-- -'
i ~~STATIA,2:11.T OF HAZARD: .

A malfunctioning motor could ignite a combustible from arcs or overheated
case.

DISCUSSION:

There are hydraulic lines in this cavity but the lines are not pressurized
at the time this pump Is utilized. JP-4 fuel lines/couplings could
leak and create an explosive mixture in the compartment while the pump is
in operation. The pump motor is explosion proof and is protected with
c€rcuit breakers. This pump has been used on C-130, and C-141 aircraft,
as well as C-5's, and there have been no known malfunctions which would
have created this hazard. The pump is used only after ground refueling
operations and the area is manned during this time. The FSS will protect
this compartment when installed.

CONC~LUSION:

The likelihood of this being a hazard is very low.

ANLRM0!-!-?7flATTIO1: (Use back if necessary)

None

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back' if necessary)

N/A
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1 FORATTONAL FIRE HAZARDS WORKSJIP.

VIC: VarxC jlU$_W.j DATR/: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 60
1J(!ANCLATU CLE: ID/AFT Raimp Controls and FWD/AFT Lighting ControlrPa~ls

LOC.ATIO: ._C"AZttrncc_:poor and Left Troop DoorIC,~i:' ml':;^~[VDUS T-O- KOI-{aIt-OF•A-- U MA hTT• -X-
FLAYYAHLIý !AT:RIAL: -iyd flnid
STATF•n•• J CF HAZARD:

Spraying or leaking hyd fluid on electrical components.

DISCUSSION:

Hydraulic lines could rupture and saturate electrical control panels with
hydraulic fluid resulting in hydraulic fluid being ignited.

This malfunction would be easy to detect, and if a fire starts, it is
accessitle for use of onboard fire fighting equipment.

These areas will be protected by FSS when installed.

CON1CLUSTONi
These areas are well vented and easily accessible. The probability of a
fire is low due to the lack of sufficient heat to ignite hydraulic fluid.

PAREL RF!ZOFINDA?!O."It (Use back if necessary)

None

REPLY/STA'TUS: (Ulse back' if nocessary)

N/A
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OPR;TTCA' MIS HAZARS W-V.S'T

1.31C: 12 CAG DATE: 30 Jan 1975 WAARD NO: 61
.,•.•,•L, ..... Carsvo Win h.. .

I(YT CT ON T F2•iP.,U" DUJF TO 0.AL OPEPOATION .- TI x
FI3LT"L ?ATEIL:= Flammable Fluids (Hyd.. MoGa. Diesel),.
S SAT7:."; C7.- rAZA-D:

Overheated cargo winch returned to the storage compartment which has had
flainable fluids spilled into the compartment.

DIS3USSION:

A flasmmable fluid could be spilled into the winch compartment and not cleaned up.
If, during winch operation, the winch overheats and it is not detected, a fire
could occur. Loadmaster procedures require a survey of the winch compartment for
foreign matexial prior to winch operation. There is no requirement to observe
the winch during operation.

CO:,3LJSION:

A hazard exists if the compartment is not adequately cleaned.

PANEL RECOMMNDATION: (Use back if necessary)

1) Until release of, and compliance with, TCTO 1C-5A-1740, which will provide
drain holes in the winch compartment, MAC should emphasize the need for cleaning
the compartment after any fluid spillage; and the need for thorough inspection
prior to winch operation. 2) Instructions should be added in T.O. 1C-5A-9,
requiring observation of winch during operation.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)
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OPERATIONAL FTRR HAZARDS W0RK11SIIE

WUC: 12GCK DATER: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 62
NO1ANCLATUI: Static Line Retriever Winch

LOCATIO.- Center of Careo Coip.
IGMI'To TI:'R- m R TO • - OR10AL OPERATION ..... KLFUNCTru -X
FLAABLF, KATERIAL: Hyd Fluid
STATF•.NL OC? HAZARD:

Overheat or electrical short in winch igniting hyd. fluid leak.

DISCUZSSTON:

Failure of the winch can result "n ignition of hyd fluid spray or mist. Unit
is pianned at all times during use; therefore any leak that could reach the
unit would be immediately detected, and on-board fire fighting would be
available, if ignition occurred.

This area will be covercd by FE1301 Halon fire suppressant when FSS
is installed.

CONCLtSION:

Due to constant manning, significant hazard does not exist.

PANTL RFEO•N SDATION: (Use back if necessary)

None

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary).

N/A
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OPEMATTO',"AL FThIR HAZARra WOR•KS1IR-

1-:110: 47000 DATE: 30 Jan 1975 HAZARD NO: 63

• , :........ •. . LOX Converter

ý ,.0,.: LOX Compartment between fwd aft wheel well, le/• side
.. ,.TTC?2' AV DUE TO LOR>AL OPERATIOU FA 1T-4
,.M/ABL. ' .ATERT.AL: JP-4, Hydraulic Fluid, other-c"ibustib1eP materials

S7AT\T1''' OF WAZARD:

Leaking or ruptured LOX/Va-zeous oxygen system components will lower the ignition
temperature of most flaammable materials, and intensify any fire.

DI SU!JFSIM:-•

The aircraft oxygen system is isolated from most sources of fuel end protected
by wrapped insulation. However, a leaking oxygen line, valve or regdlator
would introduce pure oxygen into most of the fire zones in the fuse•.ge.
The presence of oxygen will lower the flash point and ignition of lcaking
fuel and other combustibles. A fire involving oxygen enriched atmosphere
will produce a very intense fire with an increased burhing rate and -ay cause
the combustion of materials that would not normally burn in a standaid atmosphere.
The oxygen system has a manual emergency shutoff valve mounted on the pressure
skin inside the oxygen converter compartment with the valve handle protruding
inside the cargo compartment. In the event of an oxygen fed fire, a crew-
member must go to the left center of the cargo compartment to close the
emergency shutoff valve.

CC?.2LUS TM::
With the existence of many hot co~npcnents throughout the fuselage, the crew should
have the capability to remotely isolate the oxygen system from the fire.

PANEL RECOMMENDATION: (Use back if necessary)

A study should be made to" determine the feasibility of installing a remote
oxygen shut-off capability mounted on the Flight Engineer's Console.
Accomplish modifications recommended as a result of the study.

REPLY/STATUS: (Use back if necessary)'
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APPENDIX F

FSS COVERAGE AND CAPABILITIES

I.

The FSS protects the following areas: (See attached Figures)

1. Fuel tanks

2. Cargo compartment

3. Avionics and Guidance (A&G) equipment compartment

4. The center wing section, including the Environmental Control

System (ECS) equipment, wing box and flap control equipment

5. The wing dry bays and wing and pylon leading edges.

6. The main and nose wheel wells

7. The forpvard and aft under floor areas

8. The PTU compartments in the main landing gear pod

The fuel tanks and their corresponding vent systems are protected

against fire and explosion by nitrogen inerting. The principle of

inerting is to maintain an oxygen concentration in the fuel tanks and vent

lines below that which is necessary to support combustion. Nitrogen,

which is an inert gas, is used to replace the oxygen in both the fuel and

.the vapor spaces in the fuel systme. By the use of vent valves and

nitrogen regulators, pressures within the tanks are maintained at a slightly

higher pressure than outside ambient pressure to prevent the entry of

air which would destroy the inert atmosphere. Nitrogen is stored

onboard the aircraft in the liquid form in vessels called dewars. The

system operates automatically at all times with or without electrical

power and whether the aircraft is attended or unattended. Testing

1i



showed the oxygen concentration in the tanks rem~lained well below the

9; requirement during all phases of flight.

The cargo compartment, the avionics and guidance bay and the center

wing section are considered manned areas and are protected by optical

fire detectors and bromotrifluoromethane (Halon 1301) extinguishing agent.

The detectors are activated by the infrared in the flame and cause fire

warning lights to light. Halon 1301 is a freon agent similar to the

lialon 1201 agent used in the present C-5 engine and APU fire fighting

systems. It extinguishes fires by chemical reaction and is relatively

safe to use in inhabited areas;

The wing and pylon leading edges, the dry bays, the PTU compartmints,

the wheel wells and the under floor areas are considered unrmanned areas

and are protected by thermal fire detectors, sometimes called continuous

sensors, and liquid nitrogen (LN2 ) extinguishing agent. The thermal

detectors sense increases in temperature and at a predetermined temperature

will cause a warning light to light. LN2 is not as efficient an

extinguisher as FE1301, but is used because it is already present for use

in the Inerting system and does not significantly increase weight. UN2

extinguishes fires by suffocation and is, therefore, dangerous to use in

inhabited areas. The LU2 system has multi-discharge capability, whereas

FE1301 only has one.

FSS fire indicator and fire fighting control panels are located at

the flight engineer's station, at the aft loadmaster panel and in the nose

wheel well (1W4). Each panel, has a switch to arm the system. The N11W
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panel is powered from the battery if no other electrical source is availab-e.

The indicator lights are an integral part of the discharge switch. Fire

warning lights are elso present on the pilot's and the flight engineer's

announciator panels.

Th2 manned areas are separated into three zones, the A&G bay. the

center wing area and the cargo compartment. The cargo compartment has

17 halon bottles containing 70 pounds of FE130. each, the center wing has

two 70-pound bottles and the A&G bay has one 10-pound bottle. A

warning light/discharge switch for each zone is located on both the

flight engineer's and the loadaaster's panels. The N*I' panel has one 4

light/switch which will indicate a fire in any one of the three zones and

discharge all 20 bottles when depressed.

The unmanned areas are separated into 12 zones. The zones are as

follows:

1. Left wing dry bay, No. 1 pylon leading edge, wing leading edge

between No. I and 2 pylons.

2. No. 2 pylon leading edge, wing leading edge [etween Nlo. 2 pylon

and the fuselage, and left wing root dry bay.

3. Right wing root dry bay, wing leading edge between the fuselage

and No. 3 pylon, and No. 3 pylon leading edge.

4. Wing leading edge between No. 3 and Ho. 4 pylons, No. 4 pylon

leading edge and the right wing'dry bay.

5. The nose wheel well.

6. The forward underfloor (forward half of section between the

main gear well and nose gear well).
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7. The center underfloor (aft half of section between thc r-ain oear
Swel I and nose gear well).

8. Left main well wheel.
- ,,9. Right main well wheel.

10. Aft underfloor (aft of main gear well).

11. Left PTU couipartment.

12. Right PTU compartment.

The flight engineer's panel has a warning light/discharge switch for

each zone.

The loadmaster's panel has no indicators or switches for unmanned

areas. The NWW panel has one indicator/switch for the two left wing zones,

for the two right wing zones, the four zones forward of the main tiheel well,

except IWW (forward underfloor, center underfloor and both PTU compartnents),

and for the aft underfloor zone.

FE1301 will extinguish fires at concentrations of three or four

percent; however, in order to assure complete extinguishing, the specifica-

tion requires six percent concentration in the entire protected area within

four seconds. The cargo compartment was the only manned area which did

not meet the four second requiremient during qualification testing. While

most of the volume of the cargo compartment was under the specified tine,

several remote areas did not reach six percent until five seconds had

elapsed. Due to the large volune of the cargo compartment and the

necessity to keep the Halon containers out of the cargo envelope, this

deviation was accepted. The specification also required, with exception of
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the avionics bay, that the six percent concentration be maintained for a

miniiimum of five iiinutes with the circulating fans off. Ilalon extinguishes

fire within milliseconds once it reaches the proper concentration, but the

five minutes allows the fire area to cool so reignition will not occur.

"The cargo compartment and the center wing box remained within acceptable

levels far over the time requirement. The ECS compartment was

sl'jhtly below the requirenent and the aft wing spar area (flap control

area) was well below it, approximately 26 second average. These early

decreases in concentrations were due to the necessity to vent the areas

to the cargo compartmnent to equalize pressures in case of a rapid

decompression. Since blocking of the vent areas could not be safely

accomplished, the deviations were accepted. The time to six percent in

the ECS section was c'oze enough to the time requirement that proper

cooling will still take place. The aft wing spar area will have to be

monitored with hand bottles after initial extinguishing. Also, it is felt

that a fire in this area would propagate to the cargo compartnment since the

combustible in this area would be hydraulic fluid from the flap pack,

which would run into the cargo deck through the large vents. The discharge

of Halon in the cargo area as well as in the center wing would cause the

concentration in the center wing to remain above six percent for the

required time.

The avionics compartment time at six percent requir..rment was specified

as ten seconds. This is because the cooling fan in the compartment recir-

culates the air quite rapidly. Even if the circuit breaker for the fan
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* is pulled, an overboard valve opens which vents the pressurized compartricnt

to outside ambient pressure which creates approximiately the same recircu-

lation when at altitude. This area also needs additional monitoring with

an A-20 fire extinguisher until the source of the fire has been found and

deactivated.

Halon 1301 has a toxic effect on humans at high concentrations. For

this reason a maximum allowable concentration of ten percent was specified.

In order to stay below this concentration in the cargo compartment as the

volume of cargo increases, it is necessary to cut several bottles out of

the firing circuit. A volume selector switch on the flight engineer's

panel has three positions on it. The "Below 10,000 Cu FVt position fires

all 17 bottles. "The 10,000 to 20,000 Cu FVt position fires 13 bottles

and the "Over 20'000 Cu FVt position fires nine bottles. The bottles

that are not fired while at a higher volume selection can be fired at a

later time, if necessary, by placing the selector switch on "Under 10,000

Cu FVt and depressing the discharge switch again.

The detectors in the manned areas will detect all visible infrared (IR)

on a 45 degree angle from the center line of the detector (see attached

figures). This creates a 90 degree cone of vision from the det~'ctor.

The detectors are installed so that they scan the largest fire susceptible

areas with the center line detection as much as possible towvzrd the most

likely ignition sources. Two detectors in the ECS area do not cover areas

behind ducting, but flames are expected to appear from behind the ducting.

One detector in the center wing box will detect any flame where combustibles
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are liable to be in this area. Three sensors in the aft center wing

spar area enconpass the entire hydraulic control section. The t.&G bay

has three detectors which scan all electronic equip•went and are especially

effective when the compartm~ent lights are off. The 30 detectors in the

cargo co, partmei-,t are located on the ceiling, 11 on the right side, seven

in the middle and 12 on the left side. They are aimed to detect fires

between cargo and the fuselage on the left and right sides, in the center

between cargo pallets, across the top of cargo, and the entire area

when no cargo is onboard.

Nitrogen gas rmust reduce oxygen concentration below 12 percent

to extinguish fire.

The specification requires the oxyg•n concentration be below 10 percent

within 10 seconds of discharge. Testing in a siniulated wing root dry bay

and an aft underfloor section, showed that fires were detected within

22 seconds after ignition and extinguished within 7.5 seconds of detection.

(This was igniting a four square foot pan of JP-4 fuel). NOTE: W.!hen a

nitrogen discharge button is depressed on the 14IMI panel LN2 discharges

until depleted or turned off. The other discharges are timed. In the

unmanned areas, the thermal detector wires, which are 20, 30, and 43 feet

in length are located to best measure the average temperature in a

protected area and are looped back through areas where the most probable

ignition sources exist. The sensors in the wing areas which are subjected

to solar heating, will give a fire indication at an average temperature

of 255*F. The entire underfloor area, which is not subject to solar

heating, triggers at 160°F.
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Areas unprotected by FSS and rationale for no coverane

The following areas are not protected by the FSS:

1. The empennage.

2. The wing flap and aileron wells.

3. The flight deck, including crew rest and courier compartment.

4. The troop compartment.

5. The main landing gear pod aft of the wheel wells, between the APU

compartments and the pressure vessel.

6. The underfloor compartments to the left and right of the nose

wheel well.

7. Radome.

8. Wing tips.

9. Under the wing-to-fuselage airings and under the lobe-to-lobe

panels.

10. Wing leading edge outboard of outboard engines.

N. The empennage has an extremely large volume and is well vented. These

factors plus the cold temperatures encountered in flight and the distant

proximity of ignition sources to flammable fluids make the possibility

of combustion occurring,or maintaining combustion if combustion does occur,

;very small. The same factors make the possibility oflgetting enough

extinguishing agent to a fire with a fixed system even smaller.

The wing flap and aileron wells are well ventilated and have a fairly

large volume. Also ignition sources are few, particularly in the flap %.ell.

This area is also cold during flight. During the period when ignition

sources are most likely to be energized, the flaps are extended which negates

any protection available. The flight deck, crew test area, courier compartme.nt
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and troop deck are not protected for several reasons. First, areas w.here

combustion can occur are accessible with A-20 hand bottle. The majority

of ignition sources, except for the flight deck, would result from human

action and should be quickly detected and extinguished. The flight der:k

is usually occupied when ignition sources are present and fire would be

quickly detected and extinguished. Another reason for omission of fixed

fire fighting in these areas is that the loud noise and loss of visibility

due to condensation which result from discharging Ilalon could be more of

a flight hazard than a fire, particularly when inadvertently discharged.

The aft main gear pod area was not protected because the possible ignition

sources were well separated from the possible flanmnable fluid source. The

bleed air lines in this area hmve overheat detectors to indicate line

failure. The APU exhaust pipes come out the back of the APU cormpartrments

and the pressure and suction hydraulic lines come out the sie. The

compartment walls separate the hydraulics from the exhaust gas should

the exhaust pipe fail.

The underfloor areas next to the nose wheel well were not protected

due to its inaccessability and the low probability of the existence of

conditions necessary for combustion.

The radome has no flaimiable fluids in it.

The wing tips are well ventilated and have only a small possibility

of having the conditions necessary for combustion.

/
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The wing fairing and under lobe to lobe panel areas are well ventilated.

The possibility of getting extinguishing agent to a fire, should one start,

* is very small. Any flanviabl.k fluid would run out. of the area rather

swiftly. This with the ventilation, greatly decrease the chance of

combustion.

The wing leading edge outboard of Nog. I and No. 4 engines has no

hydraulic fluid and the only fuel would be JP-4 leakage through the front

spar. There are few potential ignition sources.

On all areas that were not protected by the FSS, the decisions not to

protect them were based on weighing the probability of combustion occurring

against the ability to get enough agent to the fire to extinguish it, the

ability to install the fire fighting capability, and the weight increase.
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